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Provincial administration played an important role in Roman expansion and imperialist 
propaganda, allowing Rome to effectively consolidate its empire. Given its significant role, many 
classical Latin authors have alluded to provincial administration illustrating its manifold socio-
political nuances. Among these the works of Cicero are noteworthy not only due to the various 
dynamics of the topic that they explore, but also due to Cicero’s own political stance. In such a 
context, the present research focuses its attention on provincial administration during the Late 
Republic (133 B.C. – 43 B.C.), as reflected in selected works of Cicero. Thus, the study observes 
Cicero’s thoughts on how the provinces should be managed ideally. At the same time, attention is 
also given to Cicero’s depiction of various races (such as the Greeks, Sardinians, and Gauls) and 
sentiments of ethnic bias or racism expressed by Cicero towards them. Finally, the study delves 
into several practical complexities in provincial administration and the way they manifest racial 
prejudices. Such examination is deemed helpful not only to reaffirm the existence of racism in the 
Roman society (principally among the Roman elite), but also to better understand its place in 
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The current resurgence of racism in various forms such as racial tensions, extreme nationalism, 
anti-immigration policies, and ethnic cleansing, from different parts of the world (most notably in 
America, the United Kingdom, Burma, and India), has kindled an active dialogue on the subject 
of racial prejudices and systemic racism. Particularly, the recent reforms to American immigration 
policies under the administration of President Donald Trump,1 the passing of ‘Uttar Pradesh 
Prohibition of Unlawful Religious Conversion Ordinance, 2020’ in India,2 the decision of the 
British government to leave the European Union,3 and the ethnic violence aimed at the Rohingya 
Muslims in Myanmar,4 are arguably motivated to an extent by sentiments of racism. Thus, such 
 
1 This includes the controversial Presidential Executive Order 13769 of January 27, 2017 and 13780 of 
March 6, 2017 ‘Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry Into the United States’, which 
implemented a travel ban for citizens (and refugees) of seven countries (Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria and Yemen) for a period of 90 days, as well as a ‘zero tolerance’ policy against illegal immigration 
in the US – Mexico border enforced by the US Department of Homeland Security from April 2018. Also 
see Jordan, Miriam. ‘How and Why ‘Zero Tolerance’ is Splitting Up Immigrant Families.’ The New York 
Times, 19 June 2018; Wallace and Zepeda-Millán 2020. 
2 Vishwanath, Apurva. ‘In name of conversion, UP ‘love jihad’ law targets inter-faith unions.’ The Indian 
Express, 2 December 2020; Rautray, Samanwaya. ‘The UP Prohibition of Unlawful Conversion of Religion 
Ordinance, 2020, explained.’ The Economic Times, 14 December 2020. 
3 Taylor, Adam. ‘The uncomfortable question: Was the Brexit vote based on racism?’ The Washington Post, 
26 June 2016; Virdee and McGeever 2018; Booth, Robert. ‘Racism rising since Brexit vote, nationwide 
study reveals.’ The Guardian, 20 May 2019; ‘Brexit 'major influence' in racism and hate crime rise.’ BBC 
News, 19 June 2019. 
4 ‘Ethnic cleansing in Myanmar: No place like home.’ The Economist, 3 November 2012; Solomon, Feliz. 
‘Myanmar Stands Accused of Ethnic Cleansing. Here's Why.’ Time, 12 September 2017; Lewis, Simon and 
Aung, Thu Thu. ‘Myanmar's 'ethnic cleansing' of Rohingya continues, U.N. rights official says.’ Reuters, 





instances reaffirm that racial prejudices and racism are not simply questionable ‘sentiments’ but 
given the right circumstances have the potential to shape the laws and policies of a country. 
Therefore, the national and global impact of racism and related ideologies, indeed, compels one to 
re-examine as well as to question several familiar presuppositions – the equity of the law, 
democracy, and patriotism.  
 
Subsequently, in a time when the world is forced to acknowledge the existence of racism and 
grapple with the bitter consequences of systems reinforcing racial bias, it is certainly productive 
to look to history in retrospect for a better understanding and perspective. Here, ancient Rome 
appears to provide a fitting point of reference. Emerging as a superpower after a series of fierce 
wars with its rival Carthage (264 B.C.-146 B.C.), Rome and its people were placed in a position 
where they were brought into contact with peoples who were ‘different’ and ‘alien’ to them. The 
Romans were to rule them, interact with them and sometimes even to ‘tolerate’ their presence 
amidst themselves. Thus, provincial management inevitably offers a convenient point of vantage 
into the way that the Romans perceived ‘others.’ 
 
In such a context, the present research focuses its attention on provincial administration during the 
Late Republic (133 B.C. – 43 B.C.), as reflected in selected works of Cicero. In particular, the 
study observes Cicero’s thoughts on how the provinces should be managed ideally. At the same 
time, attention is also given to Cicero’s depiction of various races (such as the Greeks, Sardinians, 
and Gauls) and sentiments of ethnic bias or racism expressed by Cicero towards them. Finally, the 
study delves into several practical complexities in provincial administration and the manner in 





the existence of racism in Roman society (principally among the Roman elite), but also to better 
understand its place in shaping Roman imperialism as well as the ‘Roman way of thinking.’  
 
The research focuses its attention on selected literary works of Cicero. The primary source material 
includes a collection of Cicero’s forensic speeches (In Verrem, Pro Scauro, Pro Flacco, and Pro 
Fonteio), as well as his personal correspondence (Epistulae ad Quintum Fratrem and Epistulae ad 
Atticum).5 Here, the use of his personal correspondence along with his forensic speeches is meant 
to give a more balanced perception of Cicero; for while his forensic speeches might be influenced 
by oratorical techniques, his letters (especially those written to his brother Quintus and his close 
friend Atticus) contain views that are more authentic. 
 
Methodologically, the study involves the close reading of the primary source material,6 and textual 
analysis of selected passages which reflect certain racial bias prevalent among Romans. In using 
Ciceronian works due consideration is given to the contextual implications and the nuances unique 
to the genre of the work.  
 
Here, it is noteworthy that using Cicero’s works as a basis for the study of provincial governance 
has its advantages as well as its disadvantages. Being a provincial governor himself and having 
close association with the elite ‘inner circle’ that works the system of provincial administration, 
has most probably endowed Cicero with ample experience and insight on the manifold dynamics 
 
5 It should be noted that, apart from these writings of Cicero, some of his other works are also considered 
for the purpose of comparison or illustration. 





of the subject along with its practical complexities. As T. N. Mitchell notes,7 Cicero himself claims 
in De Republica that he is, by virtue of his practical experience and devotion to learning and 
teaching, well qualified to interpret political events and systems.8 However, it should be borne in 
mind that Cicero’s ideals could contain personal idiosyncrasies and bias as a result of his own 
experiences and circumstances. At the same time, Cicero’s views could not claim to be indicative 
of the conceptions of the Roman public as a whole. In fact, what one possibly derives from Cicero’s 
works is an essentially Roman perspective as well as the stance of a certain class; generally, the 
views of the social elite of Rome that he is closely affiliated with. Yet, even with such limitations, 
Cicero’s observations are worth exploring as they undoubtedly offer essential and interesting first-
hand evidence that warrants close scrutiny in understanding some of the subtle nuances of 
provincial administration and Roman imperialism. 
 
While engaging with Cicero’s works as primary source material, the study will also regard the 
opinions of modern scholars, through the careful consideration of their books, journal articles, 
reviews, and research papers  in order to present a well-balanced perspective. These will be 




7 Mitchell 1984:25.  
8 Quibus de rebus, quoniam nobis contigit, ut iidem et in gerenda re publica aliquid essemus memoria 
dignum consecuti et in explicandis rationibus rerum civilium quandam facultatem non modo usu, sed etiam 
studio discendi et docendi essemus … Wherefore, since it is my good fortune to have accomplished, in the 
actual government of the republic, something worthy to live in men’s memories, and also to have acquired 
some skill in setting forth political principles through practice and also by reason of my enthusiasm for 





Review of Literature 
 
The topic of ancient Roman provincial administration had long since been a subject of scholarly 
consideration. These inquiries have explored provincial administration and the manifold facets 
related to it with multiple methodological approaches and from various perspectives. The 
following literary survey, thereby, unites some of the significant studies on the subject of the 
current investigation, to contextualise it within the existing scholarship. 
 
One of the earliest studies on ancient Roman provincial administration, which seems to have set 
the tone for early scholarship on the topic, was conducted by W.T. Arnold. In his work The Roman 
System of Provincial Administration to the Accession of Constantine the Great, the author explores 
the gradual evolution of the Roman administrative system from the Republican to the imperial 
era.9 The study, conducted from a historical evolutionary point of view, chiefly focuses on the 
various changes that manifested in the system of provincial administration. At the same time, the 
work addresses several facets central to ancient Roman provincial administration, such as the 
acquisition and organisation of provinces,10 system of taxation,11 and towns in the provinces.12 
Though, the author provides a comprehensive outline of the provincial administrative system, 
drawing from a wide range of primary sources (including the works of Cicero), he does not fully 
explore the matter of racial prejudice and its various manifestations in the relationship between 
 
9 ‘from the final settlement of Sicily after the second Punic War to the apparent destruction of the system 
by the Barbarians’ (Arnold 1914: 1), which covers the period from 210 B.C. – A.D. 476.  
10 Arnold 1914: 8 – 45.  
11 Arnold 1914: 194 – 218. 





Rome and its provinces. Furthermore, while acknowledging certain issues regarding the system, 
such as the immense power that rests in the hands of the provincial governor, little attention is 
given to the expression of racial bias in them. Arnold appears to believe that the Romans were for 
the most part extremely successful in assimilating the conquered people. In fact, as he claims ‘the 
Romans showed greater power of assimilation than has been shown by any other conquerors.’13 In 
context of such an optimistic view on Roman imperialism, Arnold’s emphasis is in the attempts 
that the Romans made to integrate the communities into their empire, rather than the circumstances 
that led to the marginalisation of such peoples.   
 
Arnold’s work was soon followed by G.H. Stevenson’s Roman Provincial Administration till the 
Age of the Antonines; which mostly adheres to the same model adopted by Arnold. Thus, while 
furnishing a narrative of the provincial administration’s systematic evolution from the Republic to 
the age of the emperors,14 Stevenson also brings into discussion other related themes such as 
provincial taxation15 and municipal system in the provinces.16 However, he does not engage with 
the subject of racial prejudices or ‘othering’ as pertains to Roman provincial administration. Here, 
Stevenson obviously agrees with Arnold’s stance on Rome’s successful assimilation of its subjects 
due to the adaptability of Roman policy and the respect the Romans showed to the local cultures 
of their subjects.17 Accordingly, he claims that ‘Rome had discovered the secret which is still hid 
 
13 Arnold 1914: 5.  
14 The time frame is one key aspect in which he diverts from Arnold. Thus, in his preface Stevenson explains 
‘I have thought it best not to attempt to deal with the obscure period which follows the age of the Antonines 
nor with the problems raised by Roman administration of Egypt…’ 
15 Stevenson 1939: 133 – 155. 
16 Stevenson 1939: 156 – 179. 





from many governing peoples, that an alien ruler can win the respect and even the affection of his 
subjects if in the affairs of everyday life he refrains from unnecessary interference and is content 
with the maintenance of peace, law and order.’18 Stevenson does admit that there were indeed 
problems in the provincial administrative system (particularly during the Republican era),19 such 
as the senate’s inadequate control over Rome’s representatives abroad, the incapacity of its 
political system to produce skilled administrators, as well as the attitude of the Romans and the 
provincials towards each other; stating that ‘Romans were regarded as foreigners, and regarded 
the provincials as aliens.’20 While Stevenson attributes these issues to the defects of the Roman 
institutions rather than the Roman nature, an in-depth exposition of the matter is lacking.   
 
A more recent study on the subject was conducted by Andrew Lintott. His Imperium Romanum: 
Politics and Administration, contains a comprehensive overview of the ancient Roman 
administrative schema. Lintott appears to revisit a number of areas explored by his predecessors – 
the growth of the Roman empire and its organisation,21 government and the governor,22 taxation,23 
and cities, municipalities and local government.24 However, he does not explore the social 
relationships between Rome and the provincials or the issue of racial bias pertaining to Rome’s 
relationship with its provinces.  
 
 
18 Stevenson 1939: 2. 
19 Stevenson 1939: 94 – 96.  
20 Stevenson 1939: 3.  
21 Lintott 1993: 5 – 42.  
22 Lintott 1993: 43 – 69.  
23 Lintott 1993: 70 – 96. 





Thus, the aforementioned works on provincial administration appear to take a similar historical 
evolutionary approach to the subject. Accordingly, apart from slight variation of the timeframe 
and certain areas of emphasis, they primarily attempt to construct a narrative of the gradual 
evolution of the provincial administrative system and its institutions. While recognizing certain 
failings or weaknesses of the system, they mainly adopt a triumphalist view; agreeing that the 
Romans were indeed successful in assimilating the conquered people. As they portray such a 
success story of Roman imperialism, it is not surprising that the subject of racial prejudices does 
not find a prominent place in their discourse.  
 
Connected to provincial administration, several scholars have investigated the relationship 
between Rome and its provinces. Kit Morrell in her work Pompey, Cato and the Governance of 
the Roman Empire,25 thus considers the subject of provincial administration during the late 
Republic (70 - 50 B.C.). The multifaceted approach taken by the writer, certainly contributes to 
the general discourse on the topic of provincial administration with connection to law, politics, 
economy as well as moral philosophy. However, the focus of the discussion falls particularly on 
Pompey and Cato and their attempts to address certain issues in provincial management.26 
Accordingly, due consideration is given to the extensive programme of reform carried by them 
which was meant to establish exemplary governance with a sound ethical basis drawn from moral 
philosophy. While the discussion does offer a fresh perspective from the mainstream view of the 
corrupt Republican governance, and puts forward in its place the idea of the drive on the part of 
the Romans for reform and revaluation, the author does not delve onto the matter of racial 
 
25 Morrell 2017.  





prejudices or the Roman attitude towards the provincials. Furthermore, though due credit should 
be given to Pompey and Cato for their attempt to remedy the state of provincial administration, 
one should also consider certain realities that transcends the optics of their actions. Here, serious 
consideration must be given to their motives and the place of these measures within the personal 
agenda of the individuals involved. Such attention is necessary for understanding the hegemony 
behind provincial government.   
 
Similarly, ‘Romans and Provincials in the Late Republic’ by Eva Matthews Sanford, furnishes an 
insightful analysis on Roman provincial administration during the late Republic as reflected in the 
works of Cicero. Here, the author ventures to examine Rome’s policy pertaining to its provinces. 
Accordingly, Sanford gives due consideration to principles such as amicitia that plays an important 
role in defining the relationship between Rome and its provinces along with Rome’s 
responsibilities towards the provinces and the nature of the Roman protectorate. While elaborating 
on the fact that provinces were given ample opportunities upon being granted citizenship, the 
discussion also recognizes problems pertaining to their acceptance into the Roman community - 
especially with Roman conviction of their natural superiority to other people.27 
 
Other researchers have dealt more specifically on the topic of racial prejudices. One of the earliest 
scholars to do so was A. N. Sherwin – White. In his book Racial Prejudice in Imperial Rome the 
writer looks into the matter of racial prejudices as reflected in the interactions between the Romans 
and the ‘barbarians’. Using the works of Strabo, Caesar, Tacitus, and Juvenal as his primary 
sources Sherwin – White ventures to explore certain racial bias that the Romans held against 
 





foreigners and ‘barbarians’. Though the study’s main focus is on the imperial era, it is significant 
to observe how the author challenges the common assertion that the assimilation of foreigners and 
barbarians into the culture of Roman empire necessarily signifies the absence of racial prejudice 
among the Romans.28 This is particularly important in view of the trend that was established by 
the works of Arnold and Stevenson as discussed earlier.  
 
The Invention of Racism in Classical Antiquity by Benjamin Isaac is one of the latest works on the 
topic of Racial Prejudices in the Graeco-Roman world. His approach appears to be mainly 
theoretical, and explores several ideological aspects pertaining to racism, such as ‘stereotypes’ and 
‘proto – racism’. Thus, the first part of the work contains an in-depth discussions on certain 
paradigms related to racism - superior and inferior peoples,29 conquest and imperialism,30 and fears 
and suppression.31 The second part of the book deals with the Greek and Roman attitudes towards 
specific groups. Accordingly, using the works of a range of classical authors (including the works 
of Cicero) as his primary source material, Isaac examines Roman racial prejudices regarding the 
Greeks,32 Phoenicians,33 and the Gauls.34 Isaac certainly acknowledges the racism and xenophobia 
underlying some of Cicero’s remarks directed at foreign races, and believes that such expressions 
in turn echo the feelings of the Roman elite. However, he does not believe that Cicero’s forensic 
speeches articulate his own views on ‘others’, but rather are indicative of ‘a combination of rhetoric 
 
28 Sherwin – White 1967: 1.  
29 Isaac 2004: 55 – 168.  
30 Isaac 2004: 169 – 224.  
31 Isaac 2004: 225 – 247.  
32 Isaac 2004: 381 – 405.  
33 Isaac 2004: 324 – 351.  





and special pleading.’35 The same could not be said about his treatises which Isaac takes to ‘have 
a much better claim of representing Cicero’s genuine views.’ Though he does not claim to consider 
the matter in depth,36 Isaac’s book does provide a useful compilation of ancient source material 
together with several theoretical discussions on the topic of racism.  
 
While the works of Isaac and Sherwin – White contain general discussions on the topic of racism 
in ancient Rome, some others focus especially on the expression of racism in Cicero’s works. As 
such, ‘Cicero and the Alien’ by Erich S. Gruen37 examines Cicero’s views on the ‘barbarians’ or 
foreigners. He points out that the ‘notoriously disparaging’ comments made by Cicero are 
‘regularly cited as exemplary of Roman attitude towards Asian peoples like Phoenicians, Syrians, 
Jews, Phrygians, Carians, Cappadocians, Egyptians, Carthaginians, Gauls, Spaniards and 
Africans.’38 Accordingly, through the careful consideration of Cicero’s works, Gruen attempts to 
answer the question if Cicero ‘denigrated foreigners’ and constructed them  as ‘barbaric aliens’ in 
order to emphasise Rome’s own identity and superiority,39 as well as to ‘secure civic unity by 
 
35 Isaac 2004: 391. 
36 In his view, ‘Whether Cicero himself believed what he said in court we cannot know and do not need to 
know,’ Isaac 2004: 391. 
37 Gruen’s Rethinking the Other in Antiquity, which contains an insightful discussion on alterity or 
‘otherness’ also deserves mention. As it challenges the generally accepted view that ‘othering’ is done 
through the disparagement or even demonizing of the ‘other’, and suggests that the expression of collective 
identity by ancient people such as Greeks, Romans, and Jews ‘owes less to insisting on distinctiveness from 
the alien than to postulating links with, adaptation to, and even incorporation of the alien’ (Gruen 2011: 
352.), the work adds fresh perspective to the discussion of racism.  
38 Gruen 2013: 13.  





separating the outsider from the constructed value system of the insider.’40  In answer to this, the 
author argues that while the occurrence of racism in Cicero’s works is undeniable, to apply Cicero 
with the label of ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ is ‘simplistic’ and ‘misguided’, and that the attitudes he 
expresses cannot be reduced to blind prejudice.41 Here, Gruen emphasizes a key methodological 
issue: the evidence supporting such claims is invariably piecemeal and fragmented.42 There is no 
treatise on the subject and citations from his works are fragments often torn from context.43 This 
is especially true with the remarks that are taken from Cicero’s forensic speeches. Thus, Gruen 
concludes that Cicero’s attitude towards foreign races is shifting, ambiguous, variable and often 
directed by requirements in the speeches and the philosophical treatises.44 And though Cicero 
believes in the superiority of Rome over other nations, it is not a superiority founded on ethnic 
difference, but rather on their qualities such as piety and acquiescence in divine governance.45 
Though Gruen’s work offers a valuable insight into the expression of racism in Cicero’s works, it 
does not dwell on how racism manifest in some of the complexities of provincial administration 
as the current study attempts to explore.  
 
‘The Rhetoric of Xenophobia in Cicero's Judicial Speeches: Pro Flacco, Pro Fonteio and Pro 
Scauro’ by Francisco Pina Polo also discusses the occurrence of racism and racial prejudice in 
Cicero; particularly in his forensic speeches. He points out that, with the exception of the trial 
 
40 Gruen 2013: 14.  
41 Gruen 2013: 14.  
42 Gruen 2013: 15.  
43 Gruen 2013: 15. 
44 Gruen 2013: 13. 





against Verres, Cicero appeared in court as a defence lawyer.46 Consequently, focusing on the 
three speeches Pro Flacco, Pro Fonteio and Pro Scauro, which share striking similarities ‘both in 
the legal circumstances that prompted them as well as in the rhetorical structures of the speeches 
themselves,’47 the author explores the different strategies Cicero uses in his speeches and the 
expression of xenophobia in them. Consequently, he raises the question if this means that Cicero 
was xenophobic and racist. While admitting the difficulty of providing a clear-cut answer to this 
question Pina Polo (agreeing with Gruen) argues that ‘the three speeches, in themselves, do not 
demonstrate that Cicero was or was not racist and xenophobic.’48 He suggests that Cicero’s 
comments should be understood as ‘part of the rhetorical toolbox of a good orator in the context 
of a speech before a court, but not necessarily as the personal opinions held by that orator.’49 
Consequently, he concludes that while there is ‘rhetorical exaggeration’ when Cicero discredits 
foreigners in his speeches, there is also a ‘kernel of truth.’ On the one hand, Cicero does believe 
in the moral, cultural, and institutional superiority of Rome.50 On the other hand, Cicero’s use of 
stereotypes present in Roman society, allows the reasonable supposition that his respective 
audience were receptive to this type of xenophobic and racist arguments.51 
 
As the present study bases itself on the works of Cicero it is indeed meaningful to dwell on the 
matter of their reliability. The topic has certainly proved to be an avenue explored by numerous 
 
46 Pina Polo 2019: 116.  
47 Pina Polo 2019: 116.  
48 Pina Polo 2019: 123.  
49 Pina Polo 2019: 123. 
50 Pina Polo 2019: 123. 





scholars such as Andrew Lintott, whose work Cicero as Evidence: A Historian’s Companion,52 
has delved deeply into the manner in which Cicero’s works should be viewed as historical 
evidence; pointing out how the very multiplicity of the evidence Cicero offers and the diverse 
interpretation that the evidence are open to could pose problems. At the same time, scholars such 
as Jon Hall,53 Catherine Steel,54 Michael C. Alexander55 and Kathryn Tempest56 have considered 
the way Cicero’s works, mainly his forensic speeches, were influenced by techniques of oratory 
that might distort the factual or historical accuracy of the picture they portray. Thus, together such 
studies indicate the way Cicero’s works could be best utilized, while acknowledging certain 
limitations that they may pose as evidence for historical study. Accordingly, the present study 
ventures to give due attention, where necessary, to such nuances pertaining to the evidence that is 
used in the course of its discussion. 
 
Several scholarly works on the different aspects of Roman imperialism also deserves mention. 
Roman Imperialism by Andrew Erskine offers a useful sourcebook on Roman imperialism as well 
as several theoretical discussions on the topics of ‘approaching Roman imperialism,’ ‘the subject,’ 
and ‘the ruler.’57 Rome and her Empire by David Shotter also presents a general narrative on the 
historical evolution of Roman imperialism58. Roman Imperialism in the Late Republic by E. 
Badian deals with a range of topics on Roman imperialism focusing particularly on the late 
 
52 Lintott 2008. 
53 Hall 2014.  
54 Steel 2002; Steel 2004; Steel 2005. 
55 Alexander 2002.  
56 Tempest 2013. 
57 Erskine 2010. 





Republican time.59 Furthermore, Imperialism in the Roman Republic by Erich S. Gruen,60 and 
Roman Imperialism: Readings and Sources by Craige B. Champion61 bring together several 
insightful dialogues on Roman imperialism. Though an in-depth discussion of Roman imperialism 
is beyond the scope of the present discourse, the different perspectives provided by these works 
proves to be useful in understanding some of the nuances of Roman imperialism.  
 
Upon examining the scholarship related to the present topic, it is apparent that they have indeed 
covered a broad range of topics and explored a number of diverse aspects pertaining to the subject 
of the current research. However, it appears that there is still room for further exploration and, 
more importantly, new interpretations. This is exactly what the present scrutiny strives to achieve. 
As scholarship agrees,62 the existence of racism in Cicero is indisputable. However, it could be 
noted that most of the expressions to discuss the topic are mostly taken from Cicero’s forensic 
speeches to the considerable neglect of his personal correspondence. Accordingly, through the 
careful analysis of Cicero’s forensic speeches together with personal correspondence, the present 
study intends to present a more balanced and a fairer portrayal of Cicero’s views on ‘others.’ While 
giving due consideration to direct expressions of racism in Cicero’s works, the research also 
captures some of the subtle manifestations of racial bias, through exploring Cicero’s ideals 
pertaining to provincial governing as well as a number of practical complexities of provincial 
administration. Particularly Cicero’s response to some of the practical complexities of provincial 
governance which he shares in his letters to Quintus and Atticus, clearly betray sentiments of racial 
 
59 Badian 1968 
60 Gruen 1970 
61 Champion 2004 





prejudice prevalent in his contemporary Rome. Such examination sheds fresh light not only on 
Roman provincial administration but also on Roman imperialism. Herein lies, it is envisioned, the 
uniqueness of this study and its contribution to the existing scholarship. 
 
In the attempt to explore Cicero’s portrayal of provincial administration, the first chapter delineates 
an ideal ‘model’ of provincial governance reflected in Cicero’s works – particularly in his 
correspondence with Quintus and Atticus. Such a conception of a strong ethical framework as a 
basis for governance is indeed significant for the justification of Roman imperialism, as well as to 
practically establish good governance in the provinces. However, the chapter also observes that 
despite the conception of an ideal model Cicero’ never felt the need to address structural problems 
in the system. Chapter two dwells on the racial prejudices that are evident through Cicero’s works. 
Focusing on his forensic speeches and personal correspondence, the chapter investigates the 
various racial prejudices that one finds expressed by Cicero against the Gauls, Greeks, and 
Sardinians. The third chapter centres its attention on several complexities connected with 
provincial administration and examines how racial prejudices manifest in Cicero’s response to 
them.  
 
Thus, the close analysis of Cicero’s works and their reflection of provincial administration of the 
time, it is expected, will contribute to a better understanding of not only Roman provincial 
administration but also Roman imperialism and expansion as a socio-political paradigm. 
Particularly, the practical complexities Cicero admits to be a part of provincial management, along 
with the manner in which Cicero responds to them, and the role racial prejudice played in such 





of Roman imperialism. Moreover,  considering the fundamental issues transcending the parameters 
of time and space set in the current discourse, the inquiry holds the potential to be of use in 
understanding, at least to some extent, certain paradigms such as power, hegemony, corruption, 













With its expansion from the city walls to beyond the boundaries of Italy, from the familiar to the 
unfamiliar, managing its conquests appears to be an eminent challenge that Rome had faced when 
embarking on its imperial journey. Effective provincial management, irrefutably, calls for rigorous 
rule and control as well as consolidation of the territories and the communities Rome brought 
under its power. Though this is undeniably a complex endeavour, Rome did not fail to respond to 
the requirements of its new role as a superpower. Thus, emerged the system of provincial 
administration which remains as an integral part of Roman history, encapsulating and reflecting 
many of the socio-political dynamics of Rome and its people; thereby often bearing testimony to 
the way the ‘Roman mind’ works. 
 
In view of its long history, it is inevitable that many changes are discernible in the mechanism of 
provincial government throughout the course of its evolution, from the Republican era to the age 
of the Emperors.63 However, despite such vicissitudes, it is also evident that the Romans did have 
a certain ‘ideal’ as to what the system should resemble. In such context, the present chapter seeks 
 
63 For an account of the historical evolution of Roman provincial administration and its structure see Arnold 





to examine certain ideological standards set by the Romans regarding provincial administration, 
as manifested in the works of Cicero. Taking into consideration his philosophical and political 
treatises, forensic speeches, together with his personal correspondence (mainly, letters to his 
brother Quintus and his friend Atticus), the study surveys, on a conceptual level, Cicero’s views 
on a number of facets pertaining to provincial governance, such as the self-image Rome sought to 
project to its provinces, the role and responsibility attributed to the office of the provincial 
governor, and the cardinal virtues that relate to good governance. Here, special attention is given 
to the correlation between Cicero’s ‘ideal model’ and the Roman self-image, and the extent to 
which they are dependent on the traditional Roman moral virtues. With such considerations, the 
chapter not only seeks to establish that the Romans did have an ideal model (or at least a pseudo 
ideal model) when it came to provincial governance, but also that such an ideal does bear 
significance to the broader paradigm of Roman imperialism.  
 
 
Provincial Administration – Cicero’s Approach on an ‘Ideal’ Model  
 
The subject of governance finds frequent expression throughout the corpus of Ciceronian works. 
While Cicero investigates many of the diverse facets pertaining to governance, he also provides 
manifold perspectives of the topic. Thus, one finds Cicero seriously dwelling on various themes 
related to governance in different capacities; as a philosopher, political theorist, and an individual 
who is actively engaged in politics. Here, his political and philosophical treatises De Re Publica, 
De Legibus, and De Officiis, provide insightful discussions on the best possible constitution and 
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model of governing that is practically realizable as well as the art of statesmanship.64 However, it 
is also apparent that such discourse seems to centre around governing Rome and its citizens. This 
consequently begs the question if Cicero’s views on good governance as expressed through his 
political treatises apply to provincial administration. Though a full exploration of such an inquiry 
is beyond the scope of the present study, what it does attempt to appreciate is Cicero’s 
acknowledgement of certain ethical standards regarding provincial governance. For, even if Cicero 
had not addressed the subject of provincial administration in the shape of a formal treatise, one 
could indeed find numerous references scattered across his works where he reflects upon 
provincial administration and certain standards that it should maintain. 
A convenient point to begin such inquiry would be Cicero’s first letter to his brother Quintus. 
Cicero begins his advice to his brother on governing his province by stating that success in the 
sphere of public service is not in the hands of chance or ‘Fortuna’ but rather depends mainly on 
one’s ‘ratio’ and ‘diligentia.’ (Cic. QFr. 1.1.5 - 6.):
neque enim eius modi partem rei publicae geris in qua Fortuna 
dominetur, sed in qua plurimum ratio possit et diligentia. quod si 
tibi bellum aliquod magnum et periculosum administranti 
prorogatum imperium viderem, tremerem animo quod eodem 
tempore esse intellegerem etiam Fortunae potestatem in nos 
prorogatam. nunc vero ea pars tibi rei publicae commissa est in qua 
64 For in-depth discussions on Cicero’s ideal constitution and statesman see Keyes 1921: 309 – 323; How 
1930: 24 – 42; Wheeler 1952: 49 – 56; Wood 1988: 159 – 175; Schmidt 2001: 7 – 16; Asmis 2005: 377 – 
416; Powell 2012: 14 – 42.  
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aut nullam aut perexiguam partem Fortuna tenet et quae mihi tota 
in tua virtute ac moderatione animi posita esse videatur. 
Success in your sphere of public service is not in the hands of chance, 
it mainly depends on thought and application. If you were conducting 
some big, dangerous war and I saw your command extended, I should 
be alarmed, because I should realize that it also meant an extension of 
Fortune’s power over ourselves. But as matters stand, Fortune has no 
part, or only a very small part, in the public responsibility which has 
been entrusted to you. It seems to me to lie wholly in your own ability 
and discretion. 
Cicero’s choice of words here indeed deserves close analysis. On the one hand, ratio carries the 
meanings ‘plan of action, policy,’ as well as ‘a scheme.’65 On the other hand, it also translates into 
‘the act or process of reasoning.’66 At the same time, Cicero says that ‘diligentia’ (‘attentiveness’ 
or ‘assiduity’)67 also plays a role in provincial management. Accordingly, he concludes that 
success in provincial administration ultimately rests on ‘virtute ac moderatione animi’ of the 
governor; moral excellence combined with a closely governed mind. Thus, it is interesting to see 
how Cicero implies that provincial governing is an art or a skilled profession that one needs to 
65 OLD, s.v. ratio 10: ‘a plan of action, policy, scheme.’ 
66 OLD, s.v. ratio 4: ‘the act or process of reasoning or working out, reckoning.’ 
67 OLD, s.v. diligentia 1: ‘carefulness, attentiveness, assiduity.’  
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master over time, which involves diligence as well as the exercising of moral and intellectual 
virtues by the governor. 
From such reference, it is clear that provincial administration rests upon a delicate yet complex 
system composed of a number of facets. It involves Rome as the head of the empire, the provincial 
governor who represents Rome in his province, and the provinces with their people. The healthy 
relationship between these different elements lies upon the legal contract dictating the relationship 
between Rome and her provinces as well as an unwritten code of moral ethics which is closely 
linked with governance, especially on the part of the provincial governor. Thus, through his works 
Cicero ventures to indicate how these different, yet closely corelated, constituents come together, 
ideologically, to complete the scheme of provincial administration. 
Rome: A City Worthy of an Empire  
In 146 B.C., with the defeat of its nemesis Carthage at the end of the Punic Wars, Rome emerged 
victorious as the mistress of the Mediterranean.68 With its expansion as an empire, Rome came to 
unite people of different cultures and ethnicities under one power. It was undoubtedly a difficult 
task which involved many complexities, such as consolidating the conquered regions, and 
assimilating the local population into the Roman empire. Consequently, Rome sought a way to 
68 For an overview of the Punic Wars and their implications on Roman history see Caven 1980; Bagnall 
1990; Goldsworthy 2003; Hoyos 2015. On the Second Punic War and Hannibal see Arnold 1886; 7; 





enlist the loyalty of its subjects while holding them under control. To do so became the primary 
aim of the mechanism Rome adopted in administrating its provinces. Accordingly, a significant 
aspect that one needs to focus on in exploring the ideal model of provincial administration is 
Rome’s role within the larger paradigm of its empire. How did Rome deem to conduct itself as the 
head of an empire in relation to its subjects? What was the nature of the relationship between Rome 
and its provinces? The potential answers to such questions evidently involve the self-image that 
Rome intended to project to the provincials as well as certain impressions of Roman self-identity 
formulated over time.  
 
Rome clearly fashioned its identity and self-image carefully in a way that directed focus less 
towards its power and more towards the benefits conferred on the nations and people that it rules. 
Accordingly, Rome hesitated to denominate itself as a ruler but rather tried to brand and assume 
the role of a benevolent ‘guardian’ (custos) or a ‘protector’ of the territories and the people that 
comes within its realms. This is clearly the way Rome perceived itself and wanted to be perceived 
by the provinces. As the study explores, such a notion manifests frequently in Cicero’s works, 
most notably in his personal correspondence and speeches.  
 
An important aspect of Rome’s role as the guardian of its provinces is to defend them against any 
potential enemy. One instance where Cicero reiterates the obligation of Rome to protect its allies 
and provincials is found in his Pro Lege Manilia, where he argues in favour of Pompey’s 
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appointment to the command the war against Mithradates, king of Pontus.69 Cicero begins by 
presenting the danger that Mithradates poses Rome as well as her allies, and urges Rome to 
continue the war against Mithradates (Cic. Leg. Man. 6.): 
Genus est belli eius modi, quod maxime vestros animos excitare 
atque inflammare ad persequendi studium debeat: in quo agitur 
populi Romani gloria, quae vobis a maioribus cum magna in 
omnibus rebus tum summa in re militari tradita est; agitur salus 
sociorum atque amicorum, pro qua multa maiores vestri magna et 
gravia bella gesserunt; 
The nature of the war is such as is most calculated to rouse and fire 
your hearts with the determination to carry it through; for it involves 
the glory of Rome, which has come down to you from your 
forefathers great in everything but greatest of all in war: it involves 
the safety of your allies and friends, in whose defence your 
forefathers took many great and serious wars:  
Here, Cicero points out that Rome had always waged wars to protect its allies. Such ‘just wars’ 
clearly constitute a vital part of Rome’s glory (gloria) as an empire. It is also important to see 
Cicero portraying Rome’s tradition of protecting its allies as an ancestral legacy, thereby giving it 
69 The Lex Manilia was proposed in 66 B.C. by the Tribune Gaius Manilius. It transferred the chief 
command of the provinces of Asia, Bithynia, and Cilicia and the conduct of the war against Mithradates to 





further strength. Thus, as Cicero proceeds to illustrate the danger that Mithradates’ ambition poses 
Rome as well as her tributaries,70 he argues that Rome should not hesitate to continue the war 
against him until he is completely defeated.  
 
Several political as well as personal factors underline Cicero’s support of Pompey’s command as 
well as Rome’s involvement in the war. One could indeed not ignore Cicero’s personal interest 
here on behalf of his friends, the Roman Knights,71 as well as his constant reference to the financial 
interest of Rome and its people.72 However, at the same time, Cicero is clearly giving voice to 
Rome’s obligation to protect its provinces at least as an ideal.  
 
In consideration of Rome’s undertaking as the custodian of the provinces and their people, it is 
imperative that Rome ensures them the protection of the law. In fact, offering the provincials the 
sanction of the law is seen as a basic moral obligation of Rome. This is reflected through the 
numerous references Cicero makes to the Lex de Pecuniis Repetundis.73 For example, in his 
Divination against Caecilius he refers to the Extortion Law as ‘foreigners’ charter of rights’ and 
‘their strong tower.’ He goes on to acknowledge that its potency has declined over time yet insists 
that it still functions as the last resort of protection for the provincials (Cic. Div. Caec. 17 - 18.):  
 
70 Cic. Leg. Man. 8. 
71 Cic. Leg. Man. 4 – 5. See Berry 2003: 225.  
72 Cic. Leg. Man. 14 - 19. 
73 For in-depth analysis of the extortion law, its evolution and Lex de Pecuniis Repetundis see Balsdon 
1938: 98 – 114; Henderson 1951: 71 – 88; Lintott 1981: 162 – 212; Richardson 1987: 1 – 12; Morrell 2017: 





Quasi vero dubium sit quin tota lex de pecuniis repetundis sociorum 
causa constituta sit; Nam civibus cum sunt ereptae pecuniae, civili 
fere actione et privato iure repetuntur. Haec lex socialis est, hoc ius 
nationum exterarum est, hanc habent arcem, minus aliquanto nunc 
quidem munitam quam antea, verum tamen si qua reliqua spes est 
quae sociorum animos consolari possit, ea tota in hac lege posita 
est. Cuius legis non modo a populo Romano, sed etiam ab ultimis 
nationibus, iampridem severi custodes requiruntur.  
 
There is of course no question that the whole Extortion Law was 
framed for the benefit of our allies. For when our own citizens are 
robbed of their money, they can usually bring civil actions to recover 
it, in accordance with the civil law. This law is for our allies. This is 
the foreigners’ charter of rights. This is their strong tower; 
somewhat less strong now, certainly, than it once was; but still, if 
our allies have any hope left with which to comfort their sad hearts, 
it must all rest on this law alone. Not the people of Rome only, but 
the most distant nations of the earth, look to find men who shall 
maintain this law in all its strictness; and they have long been 
looking in vain. 
 
Here, Cicero expresses the significance of upholding the Extortion Law in view of Rome’s moral 





protection and refuge is further highlighted by referring to the Extortion Law as a fortress (arcem) 
securing allies and foreigners from oppression and injustice. Such metaphor clearly complements 
Rome’s role as a guardian (custos) and the protector of the weak. At the same time, it is interesting 
to observe Cicero reiterating the importance of Rome safeguarding the rights of its allies and 
foreigners for its own reputation, as ‘the most distant nations of the earth, look to find men who 
shall maintain this law in all its strictness.’ This clearly reflects how essential it is for Rome to 
maintain its repute as a benevolent guardian of its provinces. As implied by Cicero, Rome 
constantly felt the need to justify its imperialism, and one of the ways by which such justification 
was propounded was through the idea that Rome’s rule was benevolent, just, and offered its 
subjects protection of the law. One should also bear in mind that the context of Cicero’s 
observation was rhetorical. As the prosecuting lawyer, Cicero attempts to depict the provincial 
system as one that functions well; a system which does have viable checks and balances. In doing 
so he stresses the problem is not the system, but rather individuals such as Verres. Yet, one should 
admit that Cicero’s reflections do present at least the ideal of Rome’s moral obligation to protect 
the provincials. 
         
Another key attribute of Rome’s role as the guardian of a province, was to establish peace and 
order in the provinces. While the practical reality of such a claim could be undoubtedly contended, 
ideologically this was one significant constituent of the image that Rome wanted to project. This 
is clearly voiced by Cicero on several occasions. For example, in his letter to Quintus, Cicero 
mentions peace and stability as one of the many benefits that Asia enjoys by being a part of the 





simul et illud Asia cogitet, nullam ab se neque belli externi neque 
domesticarum discordiarum calamitatem afuturam fuisse, si hoc 
imperio non teneretur; id autem imperium cum retineri sine 
vectigalibus nullo modo possit, aequo animo parte aliqua suorum 
fructuum pacem sibi sempiternam redimat atque otium.  
 
Asia must also remember that if she were not in our empire she 
would have suffered every calamity that foreign war and strife at 
home can inflict. Since the empire cannot possibly be maintained 
without taxation, let her not grudge a part of her revenues in 
exchange for permanent peace and quiet. 
 
Cicero implies that Asia is enjoying peace and harmony as it is a part of the Roman empire. If not 
‘she would have suffered every calamity that foreign war and strife at home can inflict.’ As Cicero 
makes such an observation while expressing his views on taxation, he is in fact trying to justify 
Roman imperialism on the foundation that it truly benefits the nations that came under it. Yet, it is 
also clear that Cicero articulates the idea of Rome establishing peace in her empire.  
 
Thus, it is evident that the self-image Rome projected to the provinces served a two-fold purpose. 
On the one hand, the fact that its rule is benevolent, just and based on strict ethical principles 
(especially as the protector of the weak) gave Rome a position of moral superiority. On the other 
hand, the role Rome assumed as the guardian (custos) of the provinces, and the champion of peace 





Consequently, such self-image provided a viable justification for Roman imperialism while laying 
a strong foundation for the hegemony that Rome sought to exercise over the provinces.  
 
 
The Provincial Governor  
 
One essential aspect that needs to be discussed in attempting to understand the ideals pertaining to 
provincial administration would be the designated role of the provincial governor and the 
responsibility that his office entails. Here, it should be reiterated that Cicero, himself being a 
provincial governor, was often vocal about his own experience in this regard.74 While his thoughts 
on the subject appear in a number of his forensic speeches as well as in the corpus of his personal 
correspondence with his friend Atticus and his brother Quintus, a special consideration is due to 
his first letter to his brother Quintus. In this letter, which bears close resemblance to a political 
treatise on good governance in both tone and content,75 Cicero expounds for the benefit of his 
brother the proper way to conduct himself as a provincial governor. Here, one should pay close 
consideration to the nature of this letter. Cicero himself claims that his letter is not meant for a 
didactic purpose, but rather is meant as an endorsement of Quintus’ merits and success as a 
provincial governor.76 This is understandable as Cicero by the time he was writing his letter to 
 
74 On Cicero’s governorship of Cilicia Cic. Att. 5.10.2; 5.10.3; 5.11.5; 5.13.1; 5.14,1; 5.14.2; 5.16.2; 5.16.3;  
5.17.2; 5.21.5; 5.21.7; 5.21.8; 5.21.10 – 13, 6.1.2, 6.1.5 – 8. Alsosee Allen, Jr. 1952: 233 – 241; Stockton 
1971: 227- 253; Rawson 1975: 164 - 182; Mitchell 1991: 204 – 231; Tempest 2011: 151 – 160.  
75 Shackleton Baily agrees on the pedagogical value of the first letter to Quintus. Shackleton Baily 1980: 
147.   





Quintus, did not have any personal experience as a provincial governor.77 Yet, despite such claim, 
Cicero proceeds to advise Quintus on certain aspects of managing his province. While not 
completely dismissing the practical complexities that any provincial governor is bound to face 
during his term of office, Cicero’s correspondence tries to focus more on the ideal – what a 
provincial governor ought to be like, and the way he ought to conduct himself – thereby, providing 




A Matter of Responsibility 
 
One significant message that Cicero attempts to convey to his brother in his correspondence is that 
provincial governing involves commitment and responsibility. It is important to remember that a 
provincial governorship presents a golden opportunity for an aspiring Roman with an ambition in 
a public career to win fame and to expand his financial fortune. At the same time, it also offers a 
chance to immortalize one’s name by rendering sincere service to Rome and the province entrusted 
to his care. This is clearly indicated by Cicero at the beginning of his first letter to Quintus. Thus, 
while expressing regret for the extension of his brother’s term of office,78 Cicero also points out 
that the present circumstance could be considered a good opportunity to win glory (gloria), not 
only for Quintus  himself but also for his family and even his posterity, by virtue of the way in 
 
77 However, one should remember that Cicero’s quaestorship of Western Sicily in 75 B.C., did gave him 
some experience in provincial administration. See Shackleton Baily 1971: 14. 
78 Quintus’ term of office as the proconsul in Asia was extended for the third year in 60 B.C. See Shackleton 





which he conducts himself as a provincial governor.79 At the same time, Cicero does not fail to 
highlight that provincial governance is also a serious business which involves commitment as well 
as diligence and thereby should be undertaken with much responsibility.  
 
In such context, it is not surprising that Cicero expressly wants his brother to accept responsibility 
for the province and its people placed under him (Cic. QFr. 1.1.7.):  
quasi vero ego id putem, non te aliquantum negoti sustinere! 
intellego permagnum esse negotium et maximi consili. 
 
Well, I am not under the impression that you have no responsibilities 
at all! I do realize that you have a very great responsibility, calling 
for the highest qualities of judgement. 
 
Here, Cicero implies that provincial governing certainly involves labour and toil (negotium),80 and 
that a governor must accept responsibility for the province and its people. Especially, it is 
interesting to see how Cicero’s words to his brother stresses the extent to which the provincial 
magistrate should be held responsible for the province and its people, as signified by the use of the 
qualifier ‘permagnum.’ 
 
While dwelling on the topic of responsibility, Cicero also asserts that the provincial magistrate is 
held responsible not only for his own conduct, but also for the conduct of his close associates. This 
 
79 Cic. QFr. 1.1.3. 





is exactly why he recommends much caution regarding the governor’s subordinate officers and his 
household entourage. For an example, in his advice to his brother on his subordinate officers 
Cicero ventures to say (Cic. QFr. 1.1.10.): 
His autem in rebus iam te usus ipse profecto erudivit nequaquam 
satis esse ipsum has te habere virtutes, sed esse circumspiciendum 
diligenter ut in hac custodia provinciae non te unum sed omnis 
ministros imperi tui sociis et civibus et rei publicae praestare 
videare. 
 
However, your own experience has doubtless taught you that in 
these matters it is not enough for you to have such virtues yourself; 
you must look carefully around you, so that as guardian of your 
province you are seen to take responsibility to the provincials, the 
Romans, and the commonwealth not only for your individual self 
but for all your subordinate officials. 
 
As Cicero argues, virtuous conduct of the governor itself is not sufficient, unless his subordinate 
staff follow suit. Such a notion clearly implies that the governor would be held responsible for his 
own self as well as for his subordinate officers.    
 
Next, Cicero recommends the same degree of responsibility on the part of the provincial magistrate 
when it comes to his domestic staff (Cic. QFr. 1.1.12.): 
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What of those whom you have chosen to be with you from your 
household entourage or necessary staff—members of the Governor’s 
Cohort, as they are usually called? In their case we have to answer not 
only for everything they do but for everything they say. 
quos vero aut ex domesticis convictionibus aut ex necessariis 
apparitionibus tecum esse voluisti, qui quasi ex cohorte praetoris 
appellari solent, horum non modo facta sed etiam dicta omnia 
praestanda nobis sunt. 
Here, Cicero’s words suggest that the governor is fully responsible (praestanda)81 for his household 
staff and their conduct. Since there is much scope for corruption and misbehaviour among the 
domestic staff, it happens that the governor needs to govern his own staff as well as the provincials. 
Such consideration is necessary, especially as the conduct of his close associates would have direct 
implication on the governor’s reputation.82  
It is understandable that Cicero considers responsibility on the part of the provincial governor as a 
fundamental factor upon which provincial administration should ideally function. Firstly, the 
provincial governor accepting responsibility and being held responsible for his own self as well as 
that of his staff is essential in practically establishing good governance in a province. It holds the 
governor himself in check and drives him to be mindful of the conduct of his subordinate officers 
81 Again, note Cicero’s use of the gerundive to indicate a sense of obligation and duty.   
82 For a detailed exposition of the governor’s entourage and its implications, see Braund 2001: 10 – 24. 
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and other close associates. Furthermore, it also guards the provincial governor against 
manipulation. Finally, it should be borne in mind that Cicero’s emphasis on responsibility also 
reflects on the Late Republican time itself, as being the socio-political backdrop of Cicero’s 
writings. Cicero, as a new man (novus homo), would have clearly realized how significant an 
opportunity a provincial governorship would present in furthering one’s political career – an 
opportunity that may appear tempting in face of the power and economic prosperity it promises.83 
Yet, he would have also witnessed that only few are inclined to accept the trouble and immense 
moral responsibility that comes with being a provincial governor or to see provincial governorship 
as a serious venture which requires commitment and industry. As such, Cicero’s reminder to his 
brother of the responsibility and devotion that provincial governorship entails could be considered 
as a precursor to the high ethical and moral standard to which a provincial governor is conceptually 
held to. 
83 It is indeed interesting to note that Cicero himself was reluctant to accept his provincial governorship of 
Cilicia, which was basically imposed on him by Pompey. Stating about his appointment he says that it was 
‘contrary to my wishes and quite unexpected’ (Cic. Fam. 3.2.1.). While his hesitation could be attributed 
to a show of humility, it is also possible that the prospect of being absent from Rome for the duration of his 
office might have also been a viable explanation for Cicero’s unwillingness. As David Stockton indicates 
‘To have to quit Rome and rely for information and informed gossip on letters two months or more old 
grieved him greatly, and this sense of frustration and resentment is a constant theme in his own letters 





The Role of the Provincial Governor 
 
Considering the ‘ideal model’ of provincial governing that finds expression through Cicero’s 
works, clearly leads to the deduction that much depends on the provincial governor. From the point 
that he assumes his office, the provincial governor invariably becomes the representative of Rome 
in his province. Thus, his actions, his conduct, and the overall way in which he carries himself, 
both in his public and private life, should resemble and reflect, on an ideological level, what Rome 
stands for. Furthermore, the provincial governor is also the link between his province and Rome. 
Thereby, his conduct not only affects the relationship between Rome and its provinces but also 
Rome’s standing among other nations. As, Cicero reiterates often in many of his works, provincial 
governorship is indeed an undertaking that calls for optimal moral virtues, practical tact as well as 
shrewd diplomacy – in short, the best that human nature has to offer. Accordingly, Cicero places 
a substantial responsibility on the individual governor in establishing good governance in his 
province, and in maintaining Rome’s reputation.   
 
As the provincial governor is perceived as the representative of Rome in his province, it is expected 
that he would assumes the role of the guardian, or the custodian (custos) of his province. Such a 
notion finds frequent expression throughout Cicero’s personal correspondence as well as his 
forensic speeches.84 An assortment of references suggests the way a provincial magistrate should 
perceive his office and power. For instance, Cicero reminds Quintus that the province is ‘entrusted’ 
 
84 cum urbs custodem, non tyrannum, domus hospitem, non expilatorem recepisse videatur? Cic. QFr. 1.1.8 
– 9.  
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(commissa)85 to the care of the governor.86 Such a metaphor and terminology is substantial in 
checking the imperium invested on the provincial governor with a degree of moral responsibility.  
In line with such a role, it is deemed that the provincial governor should extend his affection and 
concern to the entirety of his province – to all individuals living in his province. Accordingly, 
Cicero advises his brother (Cic. QFr. 1.1.13.):  
toti denique sit provinciae cognitum tibi omnium quibus praesis 
salutem, liberos, famam, fortunas esse carissimas. 
let the whole province know that the lives, children, reputations, and 
property of all over whom you rule are most precious to you. 
Here, the love and concern that a provincial governor ought to feel towards his subjects is given a 
paternal perspective, as Cicero says that a provincial governor should hold most precious 
(carissimas) to himself not only the material fortune of the provincials (fortunas) but also their 
reputation (famam) and wellbeing (salutem). 
On a similar note, Cicero proceeds to indicate to his brother that serving those under him is in fact 
the duty of any ruler (Cic. QFr. 1.1.24.): 
85 OLD, s.v. committo 12: ‘To place (a person or thing) in the hands or keeping of, entrust to.’ 
86 Cic. QFr. 1.1.6. 
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est autem non modo eius qui sociis et civibus sed etiam eius qui 
servis, qui mutis pecudibus praesit eorum quibus praesit commodis 
utilitatique servire. 
Attentiveness to the welfare and needs of those under him is the duty 
of any ruler, not only over provincials and Roman citizens but even 
over slaves and dumb animals. 
Again, Cicero evidently expands the sphere of a provincial governor’s concern to encompass not 
just the provincials and Roman citizens living in the province but also ‘etiam eius qui servis.’ The 
use of the verb servire87 here is also noteworthy as it emphasizes the role of the provincial governor 
as a public servant, while the indication of ‘commodis utilitatique’ as the main objects of his duty 
and concern again emphasises the provincial governor’s role as the guardian of the province. Thus, 
Cicero cleverly overturns the dynamics of the relationship between the provincials and the 
governor from a model where the provincial subjects follow the governor’s command to one where 
the governor does what benefits the province.  
In keeping with the provincial governor’s image as the benevolent custodian of his province and 
the paternalistic attributes that he assigns to the office, Cicero often articulates that a provincial 
governor should strive for the happiness of his subjects. As he mentions to his brother (Cic. QFr. 
1.1.24.): 
87 OLD, s.v. servio 3: ‘to put one’s self at the service of, labour for (countries, individuals etc.)’ 
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Ac mihi quidem videntur huc omnia esse referenda iis qui praesunt 
aliis, ut ii qui erunt in eorum imperio sint quam beatissimi. 
I conceive that those who rule over others are bound to take the 
happiness of their subjects as their universal standard. 
Building on the paternal image, Cicero reiterates that a governor should make the happiness of the 
people his ultimate object. Using the superlative beatissimi for the purpose of emphasis, Cicero 
attempts to drive home the significance of such sincere sentiment on the part of the provincial 
governor for establishing good governance in the provinces. At the same time, with the use of the 
gerundive referenda, Cicero further stresses that this is indeed a governor’s duty and obligation. 
Another duty of the provincial governor that Cicero often alludes to is establishing peace and 
harmony in his province. Such obligation not only ensures the economic prosperity of the province 
and its people, but also their general wellbeing and happiness. Consequently, it is the duty of the 
provincial magistrate to bring about harmony and peace between the different factions living in 
the province. As Cicero indicates to Quintus (Cic. QFr. 1.1.6 - 7.): 
Constat enim ea provincia primum ex eo genere sociorum quod est 
ex hominum omni genere humanissimum, deinde ex eo genere 
civium qui aut quod publicani sunt nos summa necessitudine 
attingunt aut quod ita negotiantur ut locupletes sint nostri 
consulatus beneficio se incolumis fortunas habere arbitrantur. at 
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enim inter hos ipsos exsistunt graves controversiae, multae 
nascuntur iniuriae, magnae contentiones consequuntur. 
Your province consists of a native population the most highly 
civilized in the world and of Romans who are either tax farmers, and 
thus very closely connected with us, or wealthy businessmen who 
think they owe the safety of their money to my Consulship. Ah, but 
they get into serious disputes among themselves, often do each other 
harm leading to mighty contentions. 
It is interesting to see Cicero admitting that even the ‘best’ of the provinces could give in to discord, 
especially among its various groups – natives and Roman citizens. Though they are characterized 
as ‘most highly civilized in the world’ (hominum omni genere humanissimum), they still get into 
‘serious disputes among themselves.’ Thus, it is up to the provincial governor to establish harmony 
between these different factions. Cicero clearly acknowledges the practical complexity of such a 
requirement; especially in view of the conflicting interests and agenda of the different parties and 
individuals involved. However, Cicero does imply that the provincial governor needs to (as later 
expounded in his letter) find the fine balance between pleasing the Roman residents of the province 
and caring for the interest and wellbeing of the province, and thereby establish harmony in his 
province. 
Thus, it is evident that the provincial governor’s role constitutes a substantial part of Cicero’s ‘ideal 





Cicero’s projection of the role of the provincial governor as the benevolent guardian of the 





One of the most significant concepts connected with provincial governance that finds frequent 
expression throughout Cicero’s works is existimatio.88 As pointed out by J. E. Lendon, existimatio 
along with fama and dignitas occupy a prominent place in the Latin vocabulary of honour.89 Given 
its significance, Cicero often alludes to existimatio in various contexts. The term existimatio carries 
the meaning of good name, honour, and reputation.90 In Cicero the idea of existimatio manifests 
itself on two levels. On the one hand, Cicero alludes to the reputation of Rome, as a powerful 
empire among other nations; the reputation of its leaders and ancestors. On the other hand, Cicero 
also refers to the existimatio of the individual governor. Both these closely connected elements, as 
Cicero points out, would play a vital role in the wider mechanism of provincial administration.  
 
Maintaining its reputation or good name is inarguably a necessary requisite for Rome as the head 
of the empire. Here, spreading its good reputation abroad is as important from preventing its 
reputation from being tarnished. One instance where Cicero discusses this issue in detail is in his 
In Verrem. As Cicero argues, Rome’s reputation is indeed fragile. It is constantly placed in 
 
88 For a general discussion on existimatio see Hellegouarc’h 1963: 362 – 363.   
89 Lendon 1997: 273. 






jeopardy by unscrupulous individuals such as Verres. At the same time, other nations, who are 
obviously jealous of Rome, are waiting for the slightest of opportunities to tarnish Rome’s 
reputation.  
 
At the same time, Cicero repeatedly alludes to how important it is for a provincial governor to pay 
close attention to his own existimatio. Cicero clearly appears to understand the significance of 
existimatio for the governor personally, as it has direct implications on his future public career. 
However, it should not be forgotten that a governor’s existimatio has considerable implications on 
Rome as well. As the governor is often seen as the representative of Rome in his province, the 
governor’s reputation ultimately shapes the reputation of Rome. Thus, it has the power to fashion 
the way Rome is conceived by the provincials as well as to form Rome’s image projected to the 
rest of the world. This in turn becomes vital in determining Rome’s stand among other nations, 
and by extent, for Rome is to justify her imperial rule on moral grounds.  
 
While emphasising the importance of the governor’s reputation, Cicero also appreciates how 
fragile it could be, as there are multiple internal as well as external factors that would compromise 
the governor’s reputation and good name. Thus, he warns his brother never to risk his good name 
and protect it against all circumstances. As far as the internal forces that jeopardise the good name 
of the governor are concerned, the only viable proof is the strong moral fibre of the governor 
himself. Thus, virtues such as self-restraint (continentia), good judgement (consilium) and 
gentleness (lenitas) would prove immensely significant in protecting the governor’s good name. 
At the same time Cicero sees that a governor stands to lose his reputation due to several external 





path of righteousness. On the other hand, there are unscrupulous individuals waiting to entice him 
with bribes and marks of honour. In such a context, Cicero repeatedly instructs his brother Quintus 
to be extra mindful of his reputation.   
 
Thus, Cicero mentions that Quintus needs to be extremely careful in selecting his household staff 
(Cic. QFr. 1.1.12.): 
sed habes eos tecum quos possis recte facientis facile diligere, minus 
consulentis existimationi tuae facillime coercere. a quibus, rudis 
cum esses, videtur potuisse tua liberalitas decipi (nam ut quisque est 
vir optimus, ita difficillime esse alios improbos suspicatur);  
 
However, the people with you are people of whom you can easily 
be fond if they behave well and whom you can even more easily 
check if they don’t pay enough regard to your reputation. When you 
were new to the job, they could perhaps have taken advantage of 
your generous instincts—the better a man is, the harder he finds it 
to suspect rascality in others. 
 
A similar word of caution is seen as he advises Quintus regarding his subordinate officers (Cic. 
QFr. 1.1.10.): 







To be sure you have Legates who of their own volition will pay 
regard to your good name. 
 
In both these cases, Cicero appears to be very much aware of the fact that the provincial governor 
could be manipulated by his close associates and thereby stand to tarnish his reputation.  Thus, 
even when he recommends that a provincial governor needs to make allowance when it comes to 
controlling the publicani, showing leniency to his friends, his subordinates as well as his household 
staff, he draws the line when it comes to their actions affecting the reputation of the governor. For 
example, as he advises Quintus on his domestic staff (Cic. QFr. 1.1.13.): 
nec tamen haec oratio mea est eius modi ut te in tuos aut durum esse 
nimium aut suspiciosum velim. nam si quis est eorum qui tibi bienni 
spatio numquam in suspicionem avaritiae venerit, ut ego Caesium 
et Chaerippum et Labeonem et audio et quia cognovi existimo, nihil 
est quod non et iis et si quis est alius eiusdem modi et committi et 
credi rectissime putem. sed si quis est in quo iam offenderis, de quo 
aliquid senseris, huic nihil credideris, nullam partem existimationis 
tuae commiseris.  
 
Not that what I have been saying means that I want you to be over-
austere or suspicious towards your entourage. If any of them in the 
course of two years has never given you cause to suspect him of 
money grubbing, as I hear to be true of Caesius and Chaerippus and 





it entirely proper to place unlimited trust and confidence in them and 
in anyone else of the same stamp. But if you have found something 
wrong with a man or smelt a rat, don’t trust him an inch or put any 
part of your good name in his keeping. 
 
It should be borne in mind that Cicero’s concern with the provincial governor’s reputation is 
closely linked with the optics of the governor’s conduct. One could indeed clearly observe how 
important for Cicero that the virtuous conduct of the governor is well exhibited. As he mentions 
to Quintus (Cic. QFr. 1.1.8 - 9.): 
quid autem reperiri tam eximium aut tam expetendum potest quam 
istam virtutem, moderationem animi, temperantiam non latere in 
tenebris neque esse abditam, sed in luce Asiae, in oculis clarissimae 
provinciae atque in auribus omnium gentium ac nationum esse 
positam? 
 
And it is a rare and enviable piece of good fortune that your ability, 
discretion, and self-restraint are not hidden away in some dark 
corner but placed in the full light of Asia, for the most brilliant of 
provinces to see and for all peoples and nations to hear of:  
 
Here, Cicero stresses how significant it is that the local inhabitants of the province as well as other 
nations get to see the governor’s moral excellence. While this is obviously important for the 





justification of Roman imperialism, as the governor is the living embodiment of Rome in his 
province, and thereby becomes symbolic of what Rome represents, for the province as well as for 
the rest of the world. 
 
The same idea is further enhanced as Cicero refers to Asia as a theatre or theatrum (Cic. QFr. 
1.1.44.): 
qua re quoniam eius modi theatrum totius Asiae virtutibus tuis est 
datum, celebritate refertissimum, magnitudine amplissimum, 
iudicio eruditissimum, natura autem ita resonans ut usque Romam 
significationes vocesque referantur, contende, quaeso, atque 
elabora non modo ut his rebus dignus fuisse sed etiam ut illa omnia 
tuis artibus superasse videare;  
 
Therefore, since so great a theatre has been given for your virtues to 
display themselves, the whole of Asia no less, a theatre so crowded, 
so vast, so expertly critical, and with acoustic properties so powerful 
that cries and demonstrations echo as far as Rome, pray strive with 
all your might not only that you may appear worthy of what was 
achieved here but that men may rate your performance above 
anything that has been seen out there. 
 
Thus, as Cicero expounds on the significance of optics concerning the governor’s conduct in his 





particularly true to a province such as Asia which Cicero calls a ‘theatre’ – ‘a theatre so crowded, 
so vast, so expertly critical, and with acoustic properties so powerful that cries and demonstrations 
echo as far as Rome.’ Here, two factors deserve close attention. On the one hand, Cicero admits 
that the provincial governor will be under scrutiny of the natives; that they will be critical of his 
conduct. This may suggest that the Romans themselves were ultimately ‘othered’ in the eyes of 
the provincials.  On the other hand, one could also not ignore the tone of caution as Cicero advises 
his brother that Asia has ‘acoustic properties so powerful that cries and demonstrations echo as far 
as Rome.’ This clearly implies that the provincials will not hesitate to retaliate if the provincial 
governor turns oppressive, and that if he is not careful the provincial governor risks damaging his 
own reputation as well as that of Rome.    
 
 
A Model to Emulate  
 
While furnishing his brother with certain guidelines for conducting himself as a provincial 
governor, Cicero, in the course of his first letter to Quintus, effectively brings together all that an 
ideal governor encompasses. Accordingly, taking C. Octavius91 as an example, Cicero gives his 
brother Quintus a model of an ideal provincial governor. While illustrating the necessary qualities 
that the governor should ideally possess (such as a blend of firmness - gravitas and curtesy - 
comitas),92 Cicero provides Quintus with a model to emulate.  
 
91 C. Octavius was the father of Augustus Caesar who was the governor of Macedonia from 60 – 59 B.C. 
See Ryan 1996: 251 – 253.  





Further alluding to Cyrus, whom Octavius is said to have modelled himself upon, Cicero reiterates 
that such a ruler would indeed manifest in himself the very best in human nature (Cic. QFr. 1.1.22-
23.):  
qua re permagni hominis est et cum ipsa natura moderati tum vero 
etiam doctrina atque optimarum artium studiis eruditi sic se 
adhibere in tanta potestate ut nulla alia potestas ab iis quibus is 
praesit desideretur, <ut est> Cyrus ille a Xenophonte non ad 
historiae fidem scriptus sed ad effigiem iusti imperi, cuius summa 
gravitas ab illo philosopho cum singulari comitate coniungitur. 
 
Only a really great man, gentle by nature and cultivated by 
instruction and devotion to the highest pursuits, can so behave 
himself in a position of such power that those under his rule desire 
no other power than his. Such a one was Cyrus as described by 
Xenophon, not according to historical truth but as the pattern of a 
just ruler; in him that philosopher created a matchless blend of 
firmness and courtesy. 
 
Here, it should be noted that Cicero marks the distinction between the ‘historical’ Cyrus and Cyrus 
‘described by Xenophon.’ Nevertheless, such distinction appears to be immaterial when given the 
effect of such model as seen reflected through Octavius. Thus, the fact that Cicero brings examples 
of such models from the past as well as from his contemporary times could be a strong indication 





Alongside the image of an ideal provincial governor, Cicero also ventures to illustrate how good 
governance could benefit a province. For this purpose, he brings in an account of Quintus’ own 
governorship in Asia and how his rule served the province and its people. Such depiction is used 
not only to exemplify the way that the model of provincial administration, if and when properly 
put into practice, would benefit Rome as well as the province, but also to demonstrate the potential 
of the provincial governor to bring about real change in his province.  
 
Cicero, thus, begins by praising Quintus for relieving the immense economic burden on the 
provincials (Cic. QFr. 1.1.25.):  
nullum aes alienum novum contrahi civitatibus, vetere autem magno 
et gravi multas abs te esse liberatas; 
 
The communes, we are told, are contracting no new debts, and many 
have been relieved by you of a massive load of old obligations. 
 
Such service on the part of Quintus certainly falls within the role of the provincial governor as the 
benevolent guardian of his province. Accordingly, aligning with the paternalistic role of his office, 
the governor is expected to give the provincials a degree of economic relief by regulating taxes 
and obligations that are extracted from them. This is particularly significant as taxation is 
acknowledged as one of the glaring problems connected with provincial administration. The 
excessive obligations imposed upon the provincials, as indicated by Cicero, turns the provincials 
into debtors. Thus, the measures taken by Quintus is seen to be of immense service ensuring the 






On a similar note, Cicero also discusses how Quintus has ensured the economic security of the 
provincials, especially of the rich (Cic. QFr. 1.1.25.):  
remotam a fama et a fortunis et ab otio locupletum illam 
acerbissimam ministram praetorum avaritiae, calumniam; sumptus 
et tributa civitatum ab omnibus qui earum civitatum fines incolant 
tolerari aequaliter; 
 
calumny, that cruellest instrument of governors’ greed, has been 
banished, no longer to threaten the reputations, property, and 
tranquillity of the rich; communal expenses and taxes are equitably 
borne by all who live within the communal boundaries: 
 
The abolition of calumniam or false accusations, which Cicero calls ‘the cruellest instrument of 
governors’ greed,’ is clearly seen as reflecting upon the moral standards of the governor. This is 
especially so as an avaricious governor who lacks self-restraint would find calumny to be a 
convenient tool to target the wealthy. At the same time, such measure by Quintus is seen as a 
necessary step towards establishing tranquillity in a province. Furthermore, the fact that the 
‘communal expenses and taxes are equitably borne by all’ indicates a sense of justice or aequitas 
prevailing in the province.   
  
Next, Cicero focuses on the many ways that Quintus has established peace and harmony 
throughout his province (Cic. QFr. 1.1.25.): 
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urbis compluris dirutas ac paene desertas, in quibus unam Ioniae 
nobilissimam, alteram Cariae, Samum et Halicarnassum, per te esse 
recreatas; nullas esse in oppidis seditiones, nullas discordias; 
provideri abs te ut civitates optimatium consiliis administrentur; 
sublata Mysiae latrocinia, caedis multis locis repressas, pacem tota 
provincia constitutam, neque solum illa itinerum atque agrorum sed 
multo etiam plura et maiora oppidorum et fanorum latrocinia esse 
depulsa; 
you have restored a number of ruined and almost deserted cities, 
including Samos and Halicarnassus, one the most famous city of 
Ionia, the other of Caria; the towns are free of rioting and faction; 
you take good care that the government of the communes is in the 
hands of their leading citizens; brigandage has been abolished in 
Mysia, homicides reduced in many areas, peace established 
throughout the province, banditry quelled not only on the highways 
and in the countryside but in greater quantity and on a larger scale 
in the towns and temples; 
Cicero’s observations again complement the notion of the provincial governor as the benevolent 
guardian of the province, and further illustrate the duty of the provincial governor in establishing 
peace and harmony in his province. The reduction of homicides, quelling of banditry and 
brigandage and the establishment of peace throughout the province all adds to the idea of a benign 
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ruler seeking the welfare of his subjects. However, one should not fail to see that this also paints a 
picture of regions infested with crime, discord and immorality finally being salvaged from such 
dire state by becoming a part of the Roman empire. This indeed suggests an almost ‘civilising’ 
effect that good governorship on the part of Rome would have on the conquered regions. Thus, it 
seeks to fulfil the broader purpose of justifying Roman imperialism, based on it being beneficial 
for the ruled. 
Finally, Cicero elaborates on the nature of the relationship between Quintus and the provincials 
(Cic. QFr. 1.1.25.): 
You yourself are very easy of access, ready to lend an ear to every 
grievance, and no man is so poor and forlorn but he is admitted to 
your house and bedchamber, to say nothing of the tribunal where 
you receive the public; your entire conduct as governor is free of all 
trace of harshness and cruelty, entirely pervaded by mercy, 
gentleness, and humanity. 
facillimos esse aditus ad te, patere auris tuas querelis omnium, 
nullius inopiam ac solitudinem non modo illo populari accessu ac 
tribunali sed ne domo quidem et cubiculo esse exclusam tuo; toto 
denique imperio nihil acerbum esse, nihil crudele, atque omnia 





Here, Cicero brings into focus one of the main requirements of a good governor as indicated by 
scholars such as W. K. Lacey and B. W. J. G. Wilson93 – easy accessibility. This is indeed 
significant from the point of view of the provincials, and the governor’s role as the link between 
Rome and the province. The way in which Cicero portrays Quintus’ sensitivity and readiness to 
heed the grievances of the provincials makes him come across as a paternal figure who is sincerely 
concerned about the wellbeing of the people who are entrusted to his care. Cicero’s repeated 
reference to the typical Roman virtues of clementia (clemency), mansuetudio (gentleness), and 
humanitas (humanity), in opposition to the vices of acerbitas (harshness) and crudelitas (cruelty) 
is also noteworthy, as they reflect the moral composite of the provincial governor, and reassures 
the provincials’ freedom from oppression.  
 
Overall, Cicero’s vivid portrayal of all the services that Quintus had rendered the province of Asia 
during his governorship emphasises the true potential of a provincial governor to establish good 
governance in his province. Through the depiction of a ‘utopian’ province, Cicero brings out the 
responsibility and the duty of a provincial governor, and thereby humanise the office of 
governorship. Thus, one could observe the ever-prominent theme of the provincial governor being 
a benevolent custodian and patron of his province, as well as his fundamental duty of establishing 
peace and harmony in the province. Cicero’s repeated reference to the typical Roman virtues such 
as clementia and humanitas indeed reflects the standards by which the goodness of the provincial 
governor is measured. As indicated earlier, these traditional Roman values imbibed in the governor 
are essential in establishing good governance in a province and by extension in justifying Roman 
imperialism on moral grounds 
 






The Moral Virtues and their Significance in Provincial Administration 
 
The self-image of Rome or the way the Romans thought of themselves pervades many aspects of 
ancient Roman Civilisation, be it the realms of education, art or even warfare. Though the subject 
of Roman self-image has diverse nuances and interpretations, few would dispute the fact that the 
construct of what makes a Roman a Roman is mostly based on the traditional virtues that the 
Romans inherited from their ancestors. Thus, these virtues were held to be at the very core of 
Roman identity, and through time had become the standard measure of moral excellence and 
‘Romanness’ as well as their most cherished ancestral legacy.  
 
In such context it is to be expected that Cicero gives frequent expression to the manifold ‘Roman 
virtues’ through his works. As a traditionalist and a firm believer in the Republican constitution it 
is of little surprise that Cicero considers these virtues to be the very foundation on which the 
Republican structure of government is based. Thus, his political and philosophical treatises De 
Republica, De Legibus, De Officiis, and Tusculanae Disputationes delve deep into a number of 
these virtues and their diverse connotations in politics and governing. Accordingly, these 
traditional Roman virtues have stimulated much debate among modern scholars. For example, 
scholars such as Jonathan Powell,94 and Malcolm Schofield,95 have looked into the Cicero’s 
political treatises and their reflections on the virtues of governance and statesmanship, while 
 
94 Powell 2012. 





Jonathan Zarecki’s interest appears to focus more on Cicero’s conception of the ideal statesman.96 
T. N. Mitchell in his article ‘Cicero on the moral crisis of the late Republic’97 explores how 
Cicero’s works give expression to the moral crisis that was predominant during the late Republic, 
and the extent to which such moral crisis contributed to the fall of the Republic. Thus, while 
modern scholarship has comprehensively engaged many aspects pertaining to the traditional 
Roman virtues and their role in governance, it is clear that such discussions either involves 
governance in general, or the governing of Roman people. This clearly leaves a void for an in-
depth and more focused discussion on virtues and their relevance to provincial governance.  
 
Cicero does speak about a number of virtues that a provincial governor needs to possess; especially 
in his letters to his brother Quintus as well as his friend Atticus - both serving their terms as 
provincial governors in their different provinces. As Cicero indicates, these values are necessary 










96 Zarecki 2014.  







One of the first traditional virtues that Cicero elaborates on is self-restraint. Continentia, could be 
translated generally as self-control.98 As the counterpart of libido (caprice, wantonness),99 
continentia is the restraining of one's passions and desires or the ability to do so. Continentia is 
indeed seen as a distinguishing trait of the Romans, who saw themselves as able to master their 
base emotions and passions. Such mastery over one’s self not only indicated moral strength in an 
individual but when taken as a national trait also presented a convincing argument for the moral 
superiority of the Romans as a nation.   
 
However, as noted by T. N. Mitchell, Cicero’s use of continentia has particular connotations in a 
political context, as  Cicero uses continentia ‘to describe a spirit of asceticism that set little value 
on physical gratification or comfort or on material possessions, and was, in consequence, immune 
to the allurements of pleasure and wealth.’100 Thus, a virtue that is deemed admirable in an 
individual becomes a necessity when it comes to someone bearing a public office. For, as Mitchell 
further points out, continentia in a public officer ‘resulted in an incorruptibility that insured loyal 
dedication and efficiency and prevented misuse of the state's resources, or unjust treatment of 
subjects and allies.’101 This cleanhandedness and freedom from self-interest and self-indulgence 
 
98 OLD, s.v. continentia 2: ‘repression of one’s passions or appetites, restraint, self-control.’ Also see 
Hellegouarc’h 1963: 259 – 261. Connects with temperantia and moderatio.  
99 OLD, s.v. libido 2: ‘one’s will or pleasure (as an overmastering force in determining one’s conduct).’   
100 Mitchell 1984:28. 





Cicero considered the hallmark of Rome's greatest military heroes and the reason for Rome's 
imperial success.102  
 
Under such circumstances, it is of little surprise that Cicero regards continentia to be an essential 
quality in a provincial governor. As he expresses to his brother in the form of a rhetorical question 
(Cic. QFr. 1.1.7.): 
quid est enim negoti continere eos quibus praesis, si te ipse 
contineas?  
 
After all, it is not too difficult to control the people under you if you 
control yourself. 
 
Accordingly, Cicero praises his brother for the self-restraint that he had displayed in his office, 
while acknowledging how difficult it would have been (Cic. QFr. 1.1.8 - 9.):  
praeclarum est enim summo cum imperio fuisse in Asia biennium 
sic ut nullum te signum, nulla pictura, nullum vas, nulla vestis, 
nullum mancipium, nulla forma cuiusquam, nulla condicio 
pecuniae, quibus rebus abundat ista provincia, ab summa 
integritate continentiaque deduxerit. 
 
It is a fine thing to have spent two years in Asia in supreme authority 
without letting any of the commodities in which your province 
 





abounds draw you away from the strictest uprightness and 
integrity—neither statue nor painting nor cup nor fabric nor slave, 
neither beauty of person nor financial arrangement. 
 
As Cicero indicates, there are numerous temptations that a province such as Asia presents; many 
temptations ranging from artifacts to financial arrangements. This is especially so as the governor 
is completely free from any external restraint. Therefore, it would have been indeed difficult for a 
governor to resist all such temptations and still adhere to ‘strictest unrighteousness and integrity’ 
without self-control.  
  
After giving Quintus due credit for his self-restraint, Cicero instructs him to resist every temptation 
or cupiditas even in the future (Cic. QFr. 1.1.7.): 
tu cum pecuniae, cum voluptati, cum omnium rerum cupiditati 
resistes, ut facis, erit, credo, periculum ne improbum negotiatorem, 
paulo cupidiorem publicanum comprimere non possis!  
 
In the future, as now, you will resist the temptations of money, 
pleasure, and every sort of appetite. Small fear then of your finding 
yourself unable to restrain a crooked businessman or an over-
acquisitive tax farmer! 
 
While accentuating how significant self-restraint would prove to be in establishing good 





temptations (‘money, pleasure, and every sort of appetite’) that could easily distract a provincial 
governor from the path of virtue. Therefore, it is only if the governor himself is directed by self-
control that he would be able to effectively ‘restrain a crooked businessman or an over-acquisitive 
tax farmer’ and thereby ensure the wellbeing of his province. Here, Cicero does admit that the 
Roman businessmen and tax farmers could be improbum (immoderate) or cupidior (covetous). In 
such an instance it is seen as the duty of the provincial governor to restrain them. To do so the 
governor should essentially signify self-restraint within himself.  
 
Thus, it is indeed understandable to see Cicero placing immense significance on the virtue of 
continentia, indicating to his brother that it is one of the ‘fundamenta dignitatis tuae’ – ‘foundations 
of your prestige.’103 Firstly, self-restraint is essential as a defining factor of the Roman identity, 
which helps in distinguishing them from other non-Romans. Secondly, self-restraint in a provincial 
governor is essential in making him resist various temptations that his province might present him 
and thereby plays a significant practical role in establishing good governance in a province. Finally, 
self-restraint contributes to the justification of Roman imperial rule, by placing the Romans as well 





Humanitas could be regarded as the most complex of the traditional Roman moral virtues. Deemed 
to be the essential substance of what constitutes ‘a human,’ humanitas could be defined as ‘the 
 





quality distinguishing civilized man from savages’104 or ‘human feeling.’105 As T. N. Mitchell 
points out, for Cicero it implied ‘a loftiness of mind reflected in worthy aspirations and high ideals 
that prized dignity and moral worth and placed honour and virtue before the pleasures and gain 
that preoccupied boorish and uneducated minds.’106 Encompassing such wide scope, the virtue of 
humanitas is certainly considered as an essential virtue in a provincial governor.  
The Romans clearly conceived humanitas to constitute a part of their ‘Romanness,’ thus 
distinguishing them from ‘others.’ This is essentially reflected in the way the Romans treated 
others. Accordingly, Cicero advises his brother Quintus (Cic. QFr. 1.1. 27 – 28.):  
quod si te sors Afris aut Hispanis aut Gallis praefecisset, immanibus 
ac barbaris nationibus, tamen esset humanitatis tuae consulere 
eorum commodis et utilitati salutique servire; 
 
If the luck of the draw had sent you to govern savage, barbarous tribes 
in Africa or Spain or Gaul, you would still as a civilized man be bound 
to think of their interests and devote yourself to their needs and 
welfare. 
 
Here, Cicero makes a clear distinction between the ‘civilised’ and the ‘uncivilised,’ and 
unhesitatingly places the people of Africa, Spain and Gaul within the latter category. Cicero’s 
readiness to denominate or label these people as ‘uncivilised’ (immanibus) and ‘barbaric’ (barbaris) 
 
104 OLD, s.v. humanitas 2: ‘the quality distinguishing civilized man from savages or beasts, civilization, 
culture.’ 
105 OLD, s.v. humanitas 3: ‘humane character, kindness, human feeling.’ 





without any explanation itself is an indication that such notion was the ‘accepted norm.’ While it 
should be noted that the adjective immanibus that he uses to describe such nations, translates into 
monstrous, inhuman and savage, it is clear that this reference is used to distinguish such nations from 
the Romans with their humanitas. This is further highlighted by Cicero’s advice to his brother that 
he must ‘still as a civilised man be bound to think of their interests and devote yourself to their needs 
and welfare.’ Such notion is used to give not only a sense of moral superiority to the provincial 





Lenitas or gentleness107 is another moral excellence that Cicero repeatedly highlights. While held 
to be an essential quality in a provincial governor or any ruler, lenitas is a virtue that is fundamental 
to the way that the Romans tried to fashion their self - identity.108 The Romans strongly believed 
that lenitas, along with its related virtue clementia,109 dictated the right way of treating the 
conquered, the helpless and the weak. The Romans often wanted to see themselves as being kind 
and merciful to the conquered people, as being the protector of the weak and being gracious in 
enjoying their victory. Thus, it is not at all surprising that ideologically the governor is expected 
to reflect lenitas in the way that he deals with the provincials. 
 
107 OLD, s.v. lenitas 3: ‘mildness of character or behaviour, gentleness, clemency, leniency.’  
108 Hellegouarc’h 1963: 261 and 263.  





In his advice to his brother Quintus, Cicero oftentimes instructs him to be merciful, and to exercise 
clemency in his dealings with the provincials, and most of all set an example to the rest of his 
subordinate officers through his own conduct. As he says in his first letter to Quintus (Cic. QFr. 
1.1.13.): 
‘sit lictor non suae sed tuae lenitatis apparitor…’ 
 
‘Let your lictor be the servant of your clemency, not of his 
own…’  
 
Cicero’s words here clearly complement the picture that Cicero draws of the provincial governor 
as a benevolent guardian and protector of his province and the people that were entrusted to his 
care. The gentleness that the governor ought to show his subjects further enhances the paternalistic 
nature of his role.   
 
It is also noteworthy that Cicero’s reference to the virtue of lenitas in a governor is often juxtaposed 
with the unlimited power or the imperium invested upon the provincial governor. As he mentions 
to Quintus (Cic. QFr. 1.1.22-23.): 
Quod si haec lenitas grata Romae est, ubi tanta adrogantia est, tam 
immoderata libertas, tam infinita hominum licentia, denique tot 
magistratus, tot auxilia, tanta vis <populi>, tanta senatus 
auctoritas, quam iucunda tandem praetoris comitas in Asia potest 





civitates unius hominis nutum intuentur, ubi nullum auxilium est, 
nulla conquestio, nullus senatus, nulla contio.  
 
If such mildness is appreciated in Rome, where people have so much 
arrogance, such unlimited freedom, such unbridled license, where 
moreover there are so many magistrates, so many courts of appeal, 
where the people have so much power and the Senate so much 
authority, how popular can a governor’s courtesy be in Asia, with 
all that multitude of Roman citizens and provincials, all those cities 
and communes, watching the nod of one man—no appeal, no 
protest, no Senate, no popular assembly? 
 
Thus, Cicero effectively places the Republican government with its manifold institutions in 
contrast to the centralised power of a provincial magistrate. He argues that without the restraining 
influence of the senate and the popular assemblies the power of the provincial magistrate is 
monarchical. In context of such power, Cicero points out how significant the virtue of lenitas is 
without which the provincial governor could easily turn into an oppressive tyrant.  
 
It is clearly perceivable that Cicero’s emphasis on lenitas as an essential virtue in a provincial 
governor indeed reflects its significant role within the wider structure of provincial administration. 
Lenitas, with its obvious hierarchical implications, clearly sets the dichotomy of the ruler and the 
ruled, the powerful and the weak, within a certain moral framework. Such moral connotations 





provincials. This further complements the idea of the provincial governor’s role as the guardian 
(custos) of his province. At the same time, gentleness serves the practical purpose of maintaining 
peace and good governance in the provinces and ensuring that the people living in the provinces 
are free from oppression. Finally, the virtue of lenitas in the provincial governor becomes vital in 
the hegemonic rule that the Romans seek to propagate in the provinces. Accordingly, it is clear 
that lenitas does play a vital role in Roman imperialism not only in winning the loyalty and the 
support of the provincials, but also in justifying Roman imperialism on strong ethical ground. 
Though it is apparent that Cicero is a strong advocate of lenitas, he does understand that the 
governor’s mildness ought to have its limitations. This is specially so when it comes to exerting 
his judiciary duties in the province. Here, Cicero recommends the opposite of lenitas; severitas.110 
As he instructs his brother Quintus (Cic. QFr. 1.1.19 – 20.):  
Haec institutio atque haec disciplina potest sustinere in rebus 
statuendis et decernendis eam severitatem qua tu in iis rebus usus 
es ex quibus non nullas simultates cum magna mea laetitia susceptas 
habemus; nisi forte me Paconi nescio cuius, hominis ne Graeci 
quidem ac Mysi aut Phrygis potius, querelis moveri putas aut 
Tusceni, hominis furiosi ac sordidi, vocibus, cuius tu ex 
impurissimis faucibus inhonestissimam cupiditatem eripuisti summa 
cum aequitate. haec et cetera plena severitatis quae statuisti in ista 
provincia non facile sine summa integritate sustineremus. qua re sit 
 






summa in iure dicendo severitas, dum modo ea ne varietur gratia 
sed conservetur aequabilis.  
 
With these principles and this discipline you can safely practise in 
your decisions and judgements the severity which you have shown 
in certain matters, by which we have made ourselves some 
enemies—and very glad I am of it. For you are not to suppose that I 
pay attention to the grumblings of a fellow called Paconius (not a 
Greek even, but a Mysian, or rather Phrygian) or the talk of a crazy 
money-grubber like Tuscenius, whose unsavoury plums you most 
justly plucked from his disgusting jaws. These and other markedly 
strict decisions in your province could not easily be sustained 
against criticism without the highest integrity. So let your judicial 
rulings be of the strictest, provided that strictness be consistently 
maintained and never modified by partiality. 
 
As Cicero advises Quintus to be strict in his judgments, he brings out examples of previous instances 
where Quintus and he himself delivered judgments with severity. Though, strictness is seen to be 
essential in such instances, Cicero does not fail to admit that a provincial governor could make many 
bitter enemies when conducting himself in such a way. Though he does not express any regret for 
making enemies at the expense of moral righteousness, it is undeniable that Cicero does understand 
that it could present a practical challenge for a provincial governor – especially exposing him to 





integrity (summa integritate) and impartiality (aequabilis). Such conduct not only allows the 
provincial governor the moral justification to deliver strict judgements, but also will protect him 





Upon close scrutiny, it is apparent that Cicero’s works contain a number of reflections, which 
together point towards an ‘ideal model’ or a certain standard in governance that a provincial 
magistrate ought to emulate. The model which emerges thus is indeed profoundly influenced by 
Cicero’s philosophical inclinations as well as his conservative political beliefs. Cicero’s close 
engagement in practical politics as well as his own experience as a provincial governor also would 
have had a significant impact in shaping his views on provincial administration. At the same time, 
it should be borne in mind that Cicero’s observations (such as his advice to his brother Quintus), 
though often situational, could be used to derive general principles. Consequently, the numerous 
references to ideals of provincial administration scattered across Cicero’s works deserve close 
analysis as some of the most interesting as well as insightful first-hand evidence that are 
indispensable in understanding Roman provincial administration.  
 
As far as the model itself is concerned, much depends on the provincial governor, and the moral 
values imbibed within him. Since there are few limits set upon the power of the provincial 
governor, the only viable restraint on his power appears to be his moral conscience. In such 





imbalance that is glaringly obvious. While acknowledging the absolute power of the provincial 
governor, he seems to gloss over it and focus more on investing such power on a person who is 
unlikely to misuse it. Similarly, one could in fact be sceptical and question if Cicero’s ideal 
reflected the actual way in which the Romans governed their provinces. As many literary sources 
(including Cicero’s own works) indicate, the practical reality often fell short of the ideal. 
Nonetheless, the fact that there was such an ideal to strive for itself is significant. For instance, 
Cicero’s conception of an ‘ideal model’ serves to indicate that Rome sought to justify its 
imperialism upon the principle of good governance. Cicero’s portrayal of the provincial governor 
as a benevolent custodian of the province and his expectation that the provincial governor adheres 
to the traditional Roman virtues, while reaffirming Rome’s attempt to justify its power on moral 
grounds, also indicate the hegemonic nature of the power Rome exercised over its provinces. Such 
inferences arising from Cicero’s views thus help in the better understanding of provincial 





















It is well established through literary evidence that the ancient Romans were instilled with a strong sense 
of patriotism. Such tendency was certainly rooted in the traditions and moral values or the mos maioum 
connected with the very foundation of Rome. As Rome ventured to become a superpower, gradually 
expanding its sphere of influence beyond the boundaries of Italy, the sense of national pride of the Romans 
also intensified. This was further augmented by the material wealth, and cultural sophistication that Rome 
came to attain with the growth of its empire, especially after the conquest of Carthage. Thus, the sentiments 
of ‘patriotism’ steadily morphed into ‘nationalism,’ thereby giving into the conception that Rome as a 
nation is superior to ‘others.’ Their conviction in such notion certainly made the Romans susceptible to 
other related dogmatisms as xenophobia and racism. At the same time, one should not forget that Rome’s 
position as the head of an empire made it necessary for Rome to enlist the support and loyalty of the 
conquered peoples; thereby making the relationship between Rome and ‘others’ a highly nuanced subject.  
 
As discussed in the previous chapter, there was indeed a lofty ethical code that meant to direct the way 
Rome treated the many nations brought under its empire. Such ideal as well as practicality dictated that the 
provincials should be regarded with respect and that Rome should always ensure their wellbeing. However, 
this does not necessarily imply that the Romans were prepared to view the provincials (or foreigners in 
general) as their equals. In fact, it often happens that there were several racial prejudices that shaped the 





based on cultural differences, had led to the stereotypical conception of those races by the Romans. Thus, 
the present chapter seeks to examine instances of racial bias manifested in the works of Cicero. With close 
consideration of his forensic speeches along with his personal correspondence, the chapter discerns the 
various racial prejudices held by the Romans pertaining to certain nations and peoples such as the Greeks, 
Sardinians and Gauls. 
 
 
Cicero and the Greeks  
 
‘With the Greeks the Romans had a love – hate relationship. For the 
broad mass of contemporary Greeks, the majority of Romans at all 
times in their history felt unbridled contempt. Yet, at the same time, 
confronted by the spectre of Greek genius, the Romans had a 
profound inferiority complex; if they despised the Greeks, the Greeks 
– they knew – despised them as much, thinking them earthy, not 
‘spiritual’ at all.’ 
 
J. P. V. D. Balsdon,111 thus portrays the relationship between the Greeks and the Romans. His then 
proceeds to explore the various interactions they had with each other. Cicero’s attitude towards 
Greece and its people is quite complex and thereby interesting; particularly in view of the many 
dynamics that it entails. On the one hand, it quite obvious that Cicero is a great admirer of Greek 
literature and philosophy, which undoubtedly had a substantial impact upon shaping his own ideals 
 





as well as his literary style. This was certainly augmented by the Greek education that he passionately 
pursued at different stages of his life. Thus, as Cicero himself mentions to his brother Quintus (Cic. 
QFr. 1.1. 27 – 28.):  
non enim me hoc iam dicere pudebit, praesertim in ea vita atque iis 
rebus gestis in quibus non potest residere inertiae aut levitatis ulla 
suspicio, nos ea quae consecuti simus iis studiis et artibus esse 
adeptos quae sint nobis Graeciae monumentis disciplinisque tradita.  
 
Yes, I say it without shame, especially as my life and record leaves 
no opening for any suspicion of indolence or frivolity: everything that 
I have attained I owe to those pursuits and disciplines which have 
been handed down to us in the literature and teachings of Greece. 
 
It is apparent that Cicero not only acknowledges his own debt to Greek culture but also admits that 
Rome as a nation has derived much from the Greeks as their intellectual forefathers. Cicero’s words 
here mark one of many examples where he displays his high esteem for Greek culture. As pointed 
by a number of scholars such as Andrew Erskine, Cicero not only through his works ‘made Greek 
philosophy accessible to a Latin-speaking audience’, but ultimately ‘personified Greek culture in 
Roman dress.’112 Indeed, Cicero’s preoccupation with Greek culture did not escape the notice of his 
contemporaries. As recorded by Plutarch, Cicero’s love for Greek literature and the fever with which 
he engaged in its study had even earned him the title ‘Graikos’ and ‘scholastikos.’113 Thus, Erskine 
 
112 Erskine 1997: 34. 





argues ‘Cicero's energetic involvement in many areas of Greek culture makes it easy to see why this 
view should have arisen.’114 Yet, does this mean that one could draw the simple conclusion that 
Cicero’s love of Greek culture overcame any racial prejudices that the Romans might have had 
regarding the Greeks? Did the Romans think of the Greeks as inferior to them or were they 
intimidated and challenged by their intellectual heritage? And finally, do the works of Cicero betray 
any racial prejudices of his own or prevalent in the Roman society concerning the Greeks? The 
answers to these questions, as subsequently discussed, are complex and certainly reflect how 
nuanced the relationship between the Greeks and the Romans was.     
 
 
Cicero’s Portrayal of the Greeks 
 
In his portrayal of the Greeks, Cicero unhesitatingly places the Greeks among the ‘civilised’ nations. 
As he conveys in his letter to Quintus (Cic. QFr. 1.1.27.):  
cum vero ei generi hominum praesimus non modo in quo ipsa sit sed 
etiam a quo ad alios pervenisse putetur humanitas…  
 
But we are governing a civilised race, in fact the race from which 
civilisation is believed to have passed to others…  
 
 





Here, it is indeed interesting to see how Cicero deems to consider the Greeks not only as ‘a civilised 
race,’ but ventures as far as to suggest that Greece is the very epicentre of human civilisation; ‘in 
fact the race from which civilisation is believed to have passed to others.’  
 
However, Cicero’s apparent regard for Greek culture did not make him impervious to certain racial 
prejudices against the Greeks. Accordingly, several such instances could be found in his personal 
correspondence and forensic speeches, where he displays sentiments of racism and xenophobia 
towards the Greeks. These thoughts manifest themselves in various forms - cultural stereotypes that 
Cicero propagates, subtle implications or even racial slurs that he casually uses in the court to 
denigrate the Greek witnesses. Together, such expressions inevitably induce one to reconsider 
Cicero’s attitude towards the Greeks more carefully.  
 
Several stereotypical views regarding the Greeks and their cultural traits, therefore, find expression 
in Cicero’s works. Whether Cicero’s propagation of such racial stereotypes reflects his own 
sentiments is subjected to much controversy. Yet, such occurrence is clearly an indication of some 
of the views prevalent in his contemporary Rome.  
 
One of the main stereotypical views that comes across in Cicero’s depiction of the Greeks, is that 
the Greeks are a people of words. As Cicero suggests in his Pro Scauro, with an obvious hint of 
sarcasm and condescension, the Greeks do not match their words with action (Cic. Scaur. 3.): 







Further, in all the records of Greece, richer in fine words than in fine 
actions, 
 
At the same time, they also display a tendency towards fabricating stories and falsehood (Cic. 
Scaur. 4.).   
Graeculi quidem multa fingunt, …  
 
The Greeks do, indeed, invent many tales… 
 
Here, it is obvious that Cicero is indeed drawing from the racial prejudice held by the Romans 
regarding the Greeks – that the Greeks have a natural tendency towards lying. He, thereby, implies 
that Greek are not reliable, and their words should not be taken seriously, especially in a lawcourt. 
Such an argument certainly becomes quite convenient in delegitimizing the Greek witnesses in 
favour of Cicero’s own client.  
 
The portrayal of Greeks as fabricators of falsehood is also seen in Cicero’s personal 
correspondence, most notably in his letters to Quintus. As he mentions while referring to Zeuxis 
of Blaundus (Cic. QFr. 1.2.4.):  
qua de re et de hoc genere toto, ne forte me in Graecos tam 
ambitiosum factum esse mirere, pauca cognosce. ego cum 
Graecorum querelas nimium valere sentirem propter hominum 
ingenia ad fallendum parata. 
 
73 
As to that, and to the whole topic, let me tell you one or two things, 
in case you are surprised that I have become so anxious to curry 
favour with Greeks. I found that the complaints of these people 
carried more weight than I liked because of their natural talent for 
deception. 
While Cicero expresses the stereotypical view that the Greeks have a natural inclination to lie, one 
could not fail to note the underlining sense of irony as he refers to this Greek trait as ‘a talent’ or 
ingenium.115 Thus, as Cicero explains, when the Greeks make complains they are likely to be 
believed. Here, Cicero drives home two significant factors. On the one hand, he draws the difference 
between the deceptive and manipulative Greeks and the honest straight forward Romans. On the 
other hand, Cicero further emphasizes that a natural ‘talent’ for fabricating falsehood makes the 
Greeks extremely diabolical and dangerous. Both these circumstances apparently echo the 
prevailing racial bias against the Greeks.    
In such context, it is indeed not surprising that Cicero prescribes much caution to his brother in 
befriending Greeks. As he suggests (Cic. QFr. 1.1.16): 
Atque etiam e Graecis ipsis diligenter cavendae sunt quaedam 
familiaritates praeter hominum perpaucorum si qui sunt vetere 
Graecia digni; nunc vero fallaces sunt permulti et leves et diuturna 
servitute ad nimiam adsentationem eruditi: quos ego universos 
115 OLD, s.v. ingenium 1: ‘(of persons) natural disposition, temperament.’4: ‘mental powers, natural 





adhiberi liberaliter, optimum quemque hospitio amicitiaque coniungi 
dico oportere: nimiae familiaritates eorum neque <honestae neque> 
iam fideles sunt - non enim audent adversary nostris voluntatibus et 
[non] invident non nostris solum verum etiam suis.  
 
Furthermore, much caution is called for with respect to friendships 
which may arise with certain among the Greeks themselves, apart 
from the very few who may be worthy of the Greece of old. 
Nowadays a great many of these people are false, unreliable, and 
schooled in over-complaisance by long servitude. My advice is to 
admit them freely to your company in general and to form ties of 
hospitality and friendship with the most distinguished; but too close 
intimacies with them are neither respectable nor trustworthy. They do 
not dare to oppose our wishes and they are jealous not only of Romans 
but of their fellow countrymen. 
 
Here, Cicero does allow Quintus to ‘admit them freely’ to his company and to ‘form ties of 
hospitality and friendship with the most distinguished,’ while still reminding him that ‘too close 
intimacies with them are neither respectable nor trustworthy.’ Thus, the reservations Cicero appears 
to have in Quintus freely associating with the Greeks deserve close analysis. Cicero begins by aptly 
contrasting the Greeks of the olden time with their contemporary counterparts, and goes on to explain 
that at present times most of the Greeks are ‘false’ and ‘unreliable’ (fallaces sunt permulti et leves) 





the Greeks endured a long servitude which has led them to be over-complaisant and masters of 
flattery (adsentatio).116 Such acknowledgement on the part of Cicero is interesting - especially 
because it denotes the ideology that servitude shapes the character of a nation in a particular way. 
This further encourages the view of Greeks as inferiors.  
 
However, as Cicero points out, the trait most expressive of Greek nature shows exactly how evil and 
manipulative Greeks are. He warns Quintus that the Greeks would not dare to openly oppose the 
Romans. Yet, their compliance should not be mistaken as a sign of their loyalty to Rome; for, in 
truth they are ‘jealous not only of Romans but of their fellow countrymen.’ Thus, one should not 
trust the Greeks, let alone consider them as friends.  This, on the one hand clearly reflects the Roman 
conception of the ‘Greek nature’ – the Greeks appear to be timid and complacent in their dealings 
with the Romans, while secretly harbouring feelings of resentment and jealousy towards Rome and 
its people, and further develops on the idea of their ‘adsentatio’ further.  
 
In view of such a negative portrayal of the Greeks and their ‘nature’ it is not at all surprising that 
Cicero feels the need to distance himself as much as possible from them. Accordingly, while Cicero 
explains to Quintus about his own interactions with the Greeks, he is quick to assure him that he did 
so only under pressing circumstances (Cic. QFr. 1.2.4.):   
quae feci omnia, non quo me aut hi homines aut tota natio delectaret. 
pertaesum est levitatis, adsentationis, animorum non officiis sed 
temporibus servientium.  
 
 





All this I did not do because I have any taste for these specimens or 
for their whole tribe. On the contrary I am sick and tired of their 
fribbling, fawning ways and their minds always fixed on present 
advantage, never on the right thing to do. 
 
Cicero’s expression of dislike and contempt of the Greeks, as he explicitly says ‘tota natio’ or ‘whole 
tribe,’ clearly betrays sentiments of racism. Again, he reiterates the unsavoury qualities of the Greeks 
such as ‘levitas’ ‘adsentatio’ and ‘animorum non officiis sed temporibus servientium’ – their minds 
always fixed on present advantage, never on the right thing to do.’ In doing so Cicero sets the Greeks 
apart from the Romans and contrasts the inherent vices of the Greeks with traditional Roman ideals 
such as ‘gravitas’ and ‘officium.’ Such a depiction in turn emphasizes the moral superiority of the 
Romans to the Greeks. Thus, the words of brotherly concern coming from Cicero clearly reflects the 
stereotypical views that the Romans held about the Greeks and the racial prejudices that had stemmed 
from such views.   
 
 
Cicero and the Sardinians 
 
The Romans came into direct contact with the Sardinians after 238 B.C. As the First Punic War 
concluded with the victory of Rome, Carthage was forced to surrender Sardinia to Rome, which 
was henceforth converted into a Roman Province. From this point onwards, Sardinia turned into 
one of the significant commercial strongholds of the Roman empire.117   
 





Cicero’s attitudes towards the Sardinians are found best expressed in his forensic speech Pro 
Scauro. Here, Cicero’s negative portrayal of the Sardinians draws much from the traditional 
stereotypical view held by the Romans of the Sardinians as well as their ancestors – the Phoenicians 
and the Poeni. Such racial prejudice is cleverly used by Cicero as an advocate for the benefit of his 
client, to create a sense of mistrust in the jury and to question the very validity of an allegation or a 
witness coming from them. 
 
 
Cicero’s Treatment of the Sardinian Witnesses 
 
In dealing with the Sardinian witnesses against Scaurus Cicero professes to treat them objectively, 
based only on the evidence that they furnish. He begins by saying that (Cic. Scaur.15.): 
 
Neque vero, iudices, quicquam aliud in ignoto teste facere debemus 
nisi ut argumento, coniectura, suspitione rerum ipsarum vim 
naturamque quaeramus.  
 
And indeed, gentlemen, when we are dealing with a witness of 
whom we know nothing, we ought not to do anything else save 
inquire by argument, conjecture, and suspicion into the significance 






Here, Cicero’s premise appears to be fair and just. It is exactly what is ideally expected in a court 
of law. Yet, Cicero also carefully sets the necessary stage for his client’s defence. For, by denoting 
the witnesses as ‘ignoto’ or unknown he allows himself a fresh canvas to portray the witnesses in 
a way that would give him greater leverage in his defence of Scaurus.  
 
Immediately after claiming that he wishes to treat the witnesses objectively, Cicero proceeds to 
explain why this should be so (Cic. Scaur. 16.):  
 
Etenim testis non modo Afer, aut Sardus sane, si ita se isti malunt 
nominari, sed quivis etiam elegantior ac religiosior impelli, 
deterreri, fingi, flecti potest; dominus est ipse voluntatis suae, in quo 
est impunita mentiendi licentia: argumentum vero, quod quidem est 
proprium rei—neque enim ullum aliud argumentum vere vocari 
potest,—quod rerum vox est, naturae vestigium, veritatis nota, id 
qualecumque est, maneat immutabile necesse est; non enim fingitur 
ab oratore, sed sumitur;  
 
For a witness, not an African only,—or for that matter a Sardinian, 
if that is how they prefer to be described—but any witness whatever, 
even though refined and scrupulous, may be swayed, deterred, 
moulded, diverted; he is himself sole master of his own wishes, and 
has free leave to tell lies as he pleases. But an argument, such as is 
suited to the case in hand—and no other can properly be called an 
79 
argument—which is the voice of fact, the print of nature, the mark 
of truth—that, whatever its nature, must needs remain immutable; 
for it is not invented, but employed, by the pleader. 
As Cicero explicates, any witness, even the ones that are ‘refined’ and ‘scrupled’ could be 
manipulated (especially based on their natural inclinations), whereas the argument itself remains 
immutable. Thus, Cicero reiterates that he would choose to look at the Sardinians objectively as 
‘witness’ thereby detaching them from their identity as Sardinians or Africans,118 thereby only 
considering the facts the allegation is based on. The contrast between the value of witnesses and 
the value of logic or argument (argumentum) that Cicero draws here is indeed important to note. 
As the evidence against Scaurus is undeniable, the only viable strategy that is open to Cicero as an 
advocate is to attack the witnesses. This, as later seen, is exactly what Cicero does. 
Thus, explaining his strategy for defending his client (or rather attacking the witnesses) Cicero 
states that (Cic. Scaur. 36.): 
 in quibus docebo non modo nullam fidem et auctoritatem, sed ne 
speciem quidem esse aut imaginem testium. 
I shall demonstrate not merely that there is no confidence or authority 
to be placed in them, but that they have not even the semblance or 
similitude of witnesses. 





As indicated earlier, the tactic Cicero adopts here is quite evident – attacking the witnesses. Cicero, 
as any lawyer would, attempts to strike the witnesses at their most vulnerable – the fact that they are 
foreigners or ‘others.’ This is where the racial preconceptions and prejudices prevalent in 
contemporary Rome come in to play. For, it appears that Cicero takes full advantage of such 
sentiments to manipulate the jury for the advantage of his client.  
 
One of the main accusations that Cicero directs against the Sardinian witnesses (as well as Sardinians 
in general) is that they are covetous. Their avarice or cupiditas, as he says, itself is enough to destroy 
their credibility as witnesses (Cic. Scaur. 36.):  
 
Etenim fidem primum ipsa tollit consensio, quae patefacta est 
compromisso Sardorum et coniuratione recitata; deinde illa 
cupiditas, quae suscepta est spe et promissione praemiorum;  
 
In the first place, their credibility is destroyed by their very unanimity, 
which was exposed in the reading of the compact and conspiracy 
entered into by the Sardinians. It is destroyed in the second place by 
their covetousness, which was roused by the hope and promise of 
rewards …’   
 
Here, the Sardinians are depicted as conspirators who are roused by hope and promise of rewards, 
and thereby cannot be trusted. In fact, as Cicero argues, they do not have even ‘the semblance or 





the one hand, Cicero questions the moral fibre of the Sardinians as well as their integrity as witnesses. 
On the other hand, by attributing the vice of cupiditas to the Sardinians he contrasts them with the 
Romans with their virtue of continentia (as discussed in the earlier chapter), thereby further 
othering the Sardinian witnesses in the eyes of the Roman jury. 
 
Thereupon, based on the nature of the witnesses, Cicero proceeds to argue that the case against 
Scaurus is unfair and malicious. Cicero begins by portraying the case against Scaurus as a battle 
between facts, sound arguments and truth against intimidation and falsehood (Cic. Scaur. 17.).  
Agmen tu mihi inducas Sardorum et catervas et me non criminibus 
urgere, sed Afrorum fremitu terrere conere?  
 
Are you going to bring against me battalions and phalanxes of 
Sardinians, and try, not to overwhelm me with charges, but to terrify 
me with the roars of Africans?  
 
Here, Cicero again utilises certain racial prejudices against the Sardinians for the benefit of his client. 
He does so in several ways. The contrast between the two sides as well as the very nature of the 
Sardinians are very effectively rendered with the use of the military metaphor ‘battalions and 
phalanxes of Sardinians’ along with the phrase ‘roars of Africans’ (Afrorum fremitu). By such 
means Cicero in a way dehumanises the Sardinian witnesses and renders them as uncivilised and 
wild; in a court of law they are only able to use brute force as opposed to any mental faculty for 
their advantage. Furthermore, the very number of the witnesses Cicero emphasises through 





puts a negative spin on this by portraying them as a foreign battle line, thereby indicating their 
presence in the courtroom as menacing and threatening.  
 
At the same time Cicero attempts to enlist the sympathy of the jury for his advantage, claiming 
that he might prove defenceless against such distorted tactics that the prosecution may adopt (Cic. 
Scaur. 17.).  
Non potero equidem disputare, sed ad horum fidem et 
mansuetudinem confugere, ad ius iurandum iudicum, ad populi 
Romani aequitatem, qui hanc familiam in hac urbe principem voluit 
esse, deorum immortalium numen implorare potero, qui semper 
exstiterunt huic generi nominique fautores.  
 
I shall not in that event be in a position to dispute with you, but I 
shall at least be able to fling myself upon the honour and mercy of 
these gentlemen, upon the jurymen’s regard for their oath, upon the 
equity of the Roman people, which had decreed that this family shall 
be eminent in their city; I shall be able to implore the protection of 
the immortal gods, who have ever shown themselves the upholders 
of this race and of this name. 
 
Thus, Cicero appeals to the jury’s ‘honour’ and ‘mercy’ and ‘upon the jurymen’s regard for their 
oath, upon the ‘equity of the Roman people.’ Finally, in a dramatic way he calls upon the gods to 





name.’ Here, Cicero appeals to the ‘Romanness’ of the jury - particularly to the age-old virtues of 
honour and mercy as well as their religious scruples – to create a sense of sympathy towards 
Scaurus. The fact that Cicero, as an advocate, counts on the jury’s sensitivity towards such 
sentiments, is indeed reflective of the existing racial prejudices in Rome.   
 
It is indeed interesting that Cicero perceives such racial stereotypes as established historical facts, a 
part of an age-old tradition established by historians and their records.  Thus, in delving into the 
lineage of the Sardinians, he begins by looking at the Phoenicians, their ancient ancestors (Cic. 
Scaur. 42.): 
Fallacissimum genus esse Phoenicum omnia monumenta vetustatis 
atque omnes historiae nobis prodiderunt:  
 
All the records and histories of past ages have established for us the 
tradition that the Phoenicians are the most treacherous of nations.  
 
Cicero yet again argues that the Sardinians are treacherous and unreliable. In doing so Cicero draws 
from the corpus of racial stereotypes that were prevalent among the Romans over generations. He 
claims that ‘the Phoenicians are the most treacherous of nations’ ‘Fallacissimum genus esse 
Phoenicum.,’ with the use of the superlative ‘fallacissimum’ for the purpose of emphasis. At the 
same time Cicero presents this notion as an established historical fact, with the repeated use of omnia 
as a qualifier for monumenta vetustatis and historiae seeking to consolidate the previous statement 





indicates that such perception is constructed from a Roman point of view and that such portrayal of 
the Phoenicians has been a part of the default historical narrative.   
 
From the Phoenicians Cicero moves on to the Poeni, who are their ‘offshoots.’ As Cicero explains 
(Cic. Scaur. 42.):  
ab his orti Poeni multis Karthaginiensium rebellionibus, multis 
violatis fractisque foederibus nihil se degenerasse docuerunt: 
 
The Poeni, their offshoots, proved by the many warlike outbreaks of 
the Carthaginians, and by their repeated violation and infringement of 
treaties, that they had not degenerated from their forefathers. 
 
With obvious irony, Cicero states that the Poeni proved to be worse than their forefathers and 
describes them as repeated violators of treaties - multis violatis fractisque foederibus. It is also 
interesting how Cicero draws the connection between the Poeni and the Carthaginians, which is 
certain to rouse many bitter memories for the Romans concerning their encounter with Carthage in 
the Punic Wars. Thus, Cicero seeks to use such feelings of bitterness on the part of a Roman jury for 
the benefit of Scaurus.  
 
Finally moving on to the Sardinians Cicero stresses (Cic. Scaur. 42.): 
a Poenis admixto Afrorum genere Sardi non deducti in Sardiniam 





integri nihil fuerit in hac gente plena, quam valde eam putamus tot 
transfusionibus coacuisse? 
 
The Sardinians, who are sprung from the Poeni with an admixture of 
African blood, were not planted in Sardinia and settled there, but 
rather marooned there as undesirables. Since, then, the 
uncontaminated stock was so utterly unsound, must we not think that 
it has become sadly soured by constant intermixture?  
 
 Cicero reminds the jury that Sardinians are an admixture of the Poeni and Africans. He describes 
them as abandoned and rejected ‘amandati et repudiati.’ It is also interesting to see how Cicero gives 
expression to two ideologies widely held by classical historians. One is the obvious degeneration 
(particularly moral degeneration) of people over generations as apparent through the Phoenicians, 
Poeni and the Sardinians. The next is the belief that intermixture of races is a form of contamination 
and would inevitably result in degradation.  
 
The conclusion that Cicero draws from such argumentation is clear – the Sardinians cannot be 
believed. Thus, according to Cicero’s view, it comes down to their national character (Cic. Scaur. 
41.)   
 
… nunc est una vox, una mens, non expressa dolore, sed simulata, 
neque huius iniuriis, sed promissis aliorum et praemiis excitata. “At 





integri venerint, si incorrupti, si sua sponte, si non alicuius inpulsu, 
si soluti, si liberi; quae si erunt, tamen sibi credi gaudeant et 
mirentur; cum vero omnia absint, tamen se non respicient, non gentis 
suae famam perhorrescent?  
 
But in the present case there is a single voice and a single purpose, 
not wrung forth by indignation, but counterfeited by hypocrisy; not 
stirred by outrages inflicted by my client, but by the promises and the 
bribes of others. “But,” it is alleged, “there have been times when the 
Sardinians have been believed.” Yes, and peradventure they will be 
believed again someday, if they come with honest hearts, unbribed 
and un-instigated, not impelled from without, but free of obligation 
or restraint. And even though all these conditions are fulfilled, still let 
it be with joy and wonder that they find themselves believed. But 
when none of these conditions are fulfilled, will they still be blind to 
their national character? Will they not shudder at the name their race 
has won? 
 
Here, Cicero reiterates that the Sardinians are motivated solely by self-interest. They are not ‘wrung 
forth by indignation’ nor ‘stirred by outrages’ inflicted by Scaurus. They are in fact hypocrites who 
are instigated by profit seeking. Thus, again Cicero portrays Scaurus as an innocent victim of false 





that a race naturally inclined to vices as the Sardinians could be a prime candidate for such a 
manipulation.  
 
It is also interesting how Cicero uses the ‘national character’ of the Sardinians in a dramatic way, as 
he claims that there is no guarantee that the natural traits or characteristics of the Sardinians would 
eventually overcome even the most virtuous of them. Therefore, there is always a degree of mistrust 
with which the Sardinians must be treated.  It is also important to note Cicero’s tone of condescension 
and sarcasm when he utters that “But,” it is alleged, “there have been times when the Sardinians have 
been believed.” Yes, and peradventure they will be believed again someday,’ and ‘And even though 
all these conditions are fulfilled, still let it be with joy and wonder that they find themselves believed.’ 
As Cicero implies, truthfulness, honesty and credibility are qualities so contrary to the very nature 
of the Sardinians, that it is almost unthinkable, impossible that Sardinians could be truthful. This 
clearly betrays the kind of prejudice that is deeply rooted in Roman thinking that are perpetuated 
through generations. 
 
In order to fully capitalise on such racial prejudices against the Sardinians for the benefit of the 
defence, Cicero often contrasts what he conceives to be the ‘Sardinian way’ of life from the 
‘Roman way’ of life and thinking, and juxtaposing them for added effect. For an example he 
narrates the scandal involving Aris, and his wife’s apparent suicide, while challenging the allegation 
that Aris’ wife had committed suicide to save herself from becoming the victim of Scaurus’ desires. 
Throughout his narrative Cicero portrays Aris, his wife and his mistress as individuals guided by 





moral virtues and social values. It is indeed clear that Cicero use them to exemplify what he deems 
to be ‘the natural characteristics’ of the Sardinians. 
 
Thus, Cicero asks the jury to consider the contrast between the defendant and the prosecution (Cic. 
Scaur. 14.):  
En quibus familiis quam foedis, quam contaminatis, quam turpibus 
dedatis hanc familiam, iudices! En quibus testibus commoti de quo 
homine, de quo genere, de quo nomine sententias feratis!  
 
See now, gentlemen, to what families, how foul, how polluted, how 
degraded, you are called upon to surrender the family of Scaurus! See 
who are the witnesses by whom you are to be influenced and upon 
how great a man, how noble in birth, how proud in name you are to 
record your vote! 
 
Cicero questions the moral fibre of the accusers of Scaurus and the nature of the witnesses that the 
prosecution would furnish against Scaurus. Here, he is obviously implying the fact that they are 
Sardinians. They are foul (foedus), polluted (contaminatus), and degraded (turpis). To make his 
statement more forceful, he also begs the jury to consider the nature and the status of the man they 
would be ‘sacrificing’ for the sake of the Sardinians. The fact that Cicero believes that the jury would 






Again, as part of his closing argument, Cicero effectively brings together the dichotomy that the case 
involves (Cic. Scaur. 45.):  
Haec cum tu effugere non potuisses, contendes tamen et postulabis, 
ut M. Aemilius cum sua dignitate omni, cum patris memoria, cum avi 
gloria sordidissimae, levissimae, vanissimae genti ac prope dicam 
pellitis testibus condonetur? (Asconius.)  
 
Though you were unable to avoid this argument, will you still face 
the matter out, and demand that Marcus Aemilius, with all his own 
merits and all the splendid memory of his father and the fame of his 
grandfather, should be sacrificed to a mean, shallow, and superficial 
nation and to witnesses whom I had well-nigh described as skin-clad? 
 
As Cicero explains, on one side stands the personal merit of Scaurus together with the service 
Scaurus and his family, over generations, had rendered to Rome. Such service, family reputation and 
sacrifice had established Scaurus in a place of pre-eminence in Rome. On the other side of the 
spectrum are the Sardinians who are described as ‘sordidissimae, levissimae, vanissimae genti’ 
‘mean, shallow, and superficial nation.’ Such adjectives used denote the moral inferiority of the 
Sardinians as opposed to the moral superiority of Scaurus. Here, Cicero tries to contrast the 
Sardinians from the sophisticated and cultured Romans even in their appearance – particularly their 
dress. Accordingly, Cicero describes the Sardinians as ‘skin-clad’119 which denotes that they are 
 
119 Another reference to the Sardinian national dress could be found in Cic. Scaur. XX. 





uncivilised and simplistic in their way of living. Ultimately, Cicero again reiterates the questions if 
a person like Scaurus should be sacrificed for the sake of a nation like Sardinia.  
 
 
Cicero and the Gauls 
 
The relationship between Rome and the Gauls through history could be best described as mutually 
hostile. From the Gallic invasion of Rome in 390 B.C. resulting in the burning of Rome120 to the 
Punic Wars (264 B.C. -146 B.C.) and Caesar’s Gallic campaigns (58 – 50 B.C.),121 Gaul as a nation 
has presented a constant menace to the national security of Rome. While history bears ample 
evidence for the military threat that the Gauls posed Rome it is also important to remember that there 
was a significant cultural difference between the Gauls and the Romans. Accordingly, the historic 
enmity coupled with the cultural contrast, makes the Gauls a prime target of ‘othering’ in the eyes 
of the Romans. Thus, in such context it is indeed interesting to consider the manner in which Cicero’s 
works portray the Gauls as a people, and the light that such depiction sheds on the topic of Roman 
provincial administration and by extension Roman imperialism.122 
 
Cicero’s views on the Gauls find expression in many of his works. His personal correspondence and 
philosophical treatises convey several references to Gaul as well as its people. However, his forensic 
 
[He was not cowed by the kingly purple, and did Sardinian sheepskins make him blench?] 
120 For the Gallic invasion of Rome in 390 B.C. see Scullard 1980: 101 – 108; Richardson 2012: 116 – 129.   
121 For an extensive account of the relationship between Rome and Gaul see Paterson 1978; Cunliffe 1988: 
38 – 58, 71 – 74, 80 – 144; Woolf 1998. 





speech in defence of Marcus Fonteius, the former governor of Gaul (from 75 - 73 B.C.), who was 
accused of corrupt practices during his governorship and prosecuted under the Lex Cornelia de 
Repetundis, could be considered the most prolific. Here, one should remember that using Cicero’s 
Pro Fonteio as primary evidence does pose a number of methodological challenges. The speech 
itself survives in fragmented form. At the same time, as with all works of Cicero, it presents a strictly 
Roman point of view. Furthermore, one should also remember that this is a forensic speech, where 
Cicero is defending a client. Accordingly, as any good lawyer, Cicero is expected to make use of 
oratorical devices as well as judicial theatrics for the benefit of his client, which could, in certain 
instances, distort or misrepresent the factual truth. Yet, while acknowledging such issues, it should 
also be remembered that Cicero’s Pro Fonteio does offer us insight into how the Romans perceived 
the Gauls as a people. Even if the factual accuracy of some of the views expressed by Cicero could 
be subjected to debate, the response that he expected from the jury and his own conviction that the 
jury would respond to his line of argumentation in a certain way itself has the potential of betraying 
a number of racial prejudices that were prevalent in Cicero’s contemporary Roman society.        
 
 
Moral and Cultural Inferiority of the Gauls  
 
A recurring theme that finds expression in Cicero’s observations on the Gauls is their cultural and 
moral inferiority as a people. This is particularly apparent when they stand in contrast to the Romans. 
Thus, one finds Cicero capitalising on certain natural traits as well as cultural practices that betray 





characteristics Cicero not only highlights how ‘alien’ or different the Gauls are to the Romans, but 
also makes a convincing case for the moral and cultural superiority of the Romans.  
 
One of the natural characteristics that Cicero often attributes to the Gauls is lubido or ‘unbridled 
greed.’ This quality, according to Cicero, is clearly manifested through the nature of the allegations 
that the Gauls directs towards Fonteius (Cic. Font. 4.):  
Quae est igitur ista accusatio, quae facilius possit Alpis quam paucos 
aerari gradus ascendere, diligentius Rutenorum quam populi Romani 
defendat aerarium, lubentius ignotis quam notis utatur, alienigenis 
quam domesticis testibus, planius se confirmare crimen lubidine 
barbarorum quam nostrorum hominum litteris arbitretur?  
 
What then is the meaning of this prosecution which finds it easier to 
climb the Alps than just the few steps which lead to the Treasury, 
which defends the treasury of the Ruteni more jealously than that of 
the people of Rome, which prefers unknown witnesses to those whom 
it knows, foreigners to fellow citizens, and which thinks that it is 
establishing a charge more convincingly upon the capricious 
allegations of barbarians than upon the documentary evidence 
furnished by our own countrymen? 
 
Cicero attributing the quality of lubido to the Gauls and their allegations is a clear indication of how 





Cicero is not simply trying to imply that the Gauls are excessive, unpredictable and governed by 
their base passions. He is also attempting to draw a striking distinction between the Gauls and the 
Romans who prided themselves of the traditional Roman virtue of constantia (moderation, 
consistency and the mastery over one’s passions) - the counterpart of lubido. Through the use of 
such stereotypical attributes in juxtaposition to one of the vital aspects of Roman self-image, Cicero 
is trying to manipulate the emotions of the jury. This is commonplace in Roman law courts and 
accordingly to be expected from Cicero as an advocate. However, such expectation on the part of 
Cicero also reflects how easily susceptible the jury is to racial bias, and by extension betrays racial 
prejudices prevalent in Rome as a whole. 
 
To further substantiate his point, Cicero proceeds to point out a quality that clearly manifests the lack 
of restrain in the Gauls - their habit of avid drinking (Cic. Font. 9. – Ammianus Marcellinus):   
… Gallos post haec dilutius esse poturos…  
 
… That the Gauls hereafter would drink in more sober proportions… 
 
Here, one should acknowledge the fragmentary nature of the reference, which renders it extremely 
difficult to fully understand its context. Yet, what is clear is that Cicero sees the Gauls’ habit of 
excessive drinking as an affirmation of their lack of self-restraint. At the same time, such depiction 
may have been used by Cicero as an indicator of the cultural inferiority of the Gauls to the Romans.123 
In both cases, however, it is apparent that Cicero capitalizes on the prevalent social prejudices against 
the Gauls to prove that they lack moral integrity, and thereby cannot be trusted.  
 





Such a line of argumentation Cicero adopts to discredit the Gallic witnesses arrives at a climactic 
point as he concludes that the Gauls are naturally inferior to the Romans in every possible way. As 
he expresses (Cic. Font. 27):  
An, si homines ipsos spectare convenit, id quod in teste profecto 
valere plurimum debet, non modo cum summis civitatis nostrae viris 
sed cum infimo cive Romano quisquam amplissimus Galliae 
comparandus est? 
 
If, on the other hand, it is proper to consider the characters of 
individuals (and this surely must be of the highest importance in a 
witness), is any the most honourable native of Gaul to be set on the 
same level with even the meanest citizen of Rome, let alone with the 
highest men of our commonwealth? 
 
Here, Cicero professes that as far as character is concerned, even the most honourable or virtuous of 
the Gauls is incomparable to the meanest citizen of Rome. It is interesting that Cicero poses this 
notion in the form of a rhetorical question, which indicates that he expects the claim to be accepted 
without challenge and that such view is probably universally accepted by the Romans.    
 
Thus, Cicero proceeds to question even the intellectual capabilities of the Gallic witnesses, and by 
extension the Gauls. As he questions (Cic. Font. 27):  
Scit Indutiomarus, quid sit testimonium dicere? Movetur eo timore, 






Does Indutiomarus know what is meant by giving evidence? When 
he is brought into the witness-box, is he affected by that sense of awe 
from which none of us is exempt? 
 
Here, it is indeed significant to see the note of sarcasm and contempt mingled in Cicero’s reference 
to Indutiomarus, the chieftain of the Allobroges. While Indutiomarus is the only Gallic witness that 
Cicero seems to acknowledge by name, it is clear that Cicero is not only questioning the authenticity 
of the evidence given by Indutiomarus, but also his capacity to offer evidence in court, thereby 
signifying his intellectual inferiority. One could not fail to see that Cicero connects the intellectual 
incompetence to his ‘Gallic nature’ thus echoing a prominent racial stereotype related to the Gauls.  
 
At the same time, Cicero points out that Indutiomarus (again through him implying Gauls in general) 
is not affected by fear or timore as he appears as a witness in the lawcourt. In the eyes of the Romans, 
a ‘good’ provincial would seem to be timid and fearful when appearing in a court of law. This would 
suggest his submissiveness and deference to Roman power and fear of the law. Even a Roman would 
show a degree of hesitation and fear in a law court. However, as Cicero indicates, the lack of such 
fear in Indutiomarus seems to be an indicator of the Gauls’ utter disregard for law as well as Roman 
power. This in turn suggests how potentially threatening and dangerous the Gauls are. Such idea 
further contributes to the negative stereotyping of the Gauls, and clearly betray ‘us’ against ‘them’ 






However, the strongest allegation that Cicero direct towards the Gauls pertains to their religious 
practices. From the Beginning Cicero holds the Gauls as a people who do not fear gods – a nation 
that wages war ‘against the religion of every people’ (Cic. Font. 30): 
An vero istas nationes religione iuris iurandi ac metu deorum 
immortalium in testimoniis dicendis commoveri arbitramini? Quae 
tantum a ceterarum gentium more ac natura dissentiunt: quod 
ceterae pro religionibus suis bella suscipiunt, istae contra omnium 
religiones; illae in bellis gerendis ab dis immortalibus pacem ac 
veniam petunt, istae cum ipsis dis immortalibus bella gesserunt. Hae 
sunt nationes quae quondam tam longe ab suis sedibus Delphos 
usque ad Apollinem Pythium atque ad oraculum orbis terrae 
vexandum ac spoliandum profectae sunt. 
 
Or do you think that nations like that are influenced, when they give 
evidence, by the sanctity of an oath or by the fear of the immortal 
gods, differing so widely from all other nations as they do in habits 
and in character? Other nations wage wars in defence of their religion, 
they do so against the religion of every people; others in waging war 
entreat the favour and the pardon of the immortal gods, they wage 
war on the immortal gods themselves. These are the tribes which in 
olden days set forth upon a far journey from their homes and came to 
the oracle of the Pythian Apollo at Delphi, the resort of the whole 






Cicero begins by stating that the Gauls are different from other nations when it comes to their 
religious practices. Thus, the first thing that Cicero does here is to differentiate the Gauls from the 
other communities – the diverse ‘nationes’ that Rome interacts with.  In fact, Cicero says that they 
are different from all other nations of the world. Cicero bases this distinction on the morals (more) 
as well as the nature (natura) of the Gauls. However, as the main focus here becomes the religious 
beliefs and practices of the Gauls, Cicero proceeds to show that certain religious implications such 
as the sanctity of an oath or the fear of gods which is commonplace among the Romans would not 
have any effect on the Gauls. Thus, Cicero continues to depict the Gauls as irreligious and immoral, 
desecrating the holiest of sanctuaries, waging war on the gods themselves. Accordingly, he later 
sarcastically refers to them as ‘gentibus sanctis’ and ‘testimonio religiosis obsessum’ - ‘upright and 
punctilious oath – regarders.’ 124 
 
However, the most damning of Cicero’s allegations against the Gauls is their practice of human 
sacrifice. As he points out (Cic. Font. 31.):  
Postremo his quicquam sanctum ac religiosum videri potest, qui 
etiamsi quando aliquo metu adducti deos placandos esse arbitrantur, 
humanis hostiis eorum aras ac templa funestant, ut ne religionem 
quidem colere possint, nisi eam ipsam prius scelere violarint? Quis 
enim ignorat eos usque ad hanc diem retinere illam immanem ac 
barbaram consuetudinem hominum immolandorum? Quam ob rem 
quali fide, quali pietate existimatis esse eos qui etiam deos immortalis 
 





arbitrentur hominum scelere et sanguine facillime posse placari? 
Cum his vos testibus vestram religionem coniungetis, ab his 
quicquam sancte aut moderate dictum putabitis? 
 
Finally, can anything appear holy or sacrosanct to men who, if ever 
they are so worked upon by some fear as to deem it necessary to 
placate the gods, defile the altars and temples of those gods with 
human victims, so that they cannot even practice religion without first 
violating that very religion with crime? For who does not know that 
to this very day they retain the monstrous and barbarous custom of 
sacrificing men? What then, think you, is the honour, what the piety, 
of those who even think that the immortal gods can best be appeased 
by human crime and bloodshed? And is it to such witnesses as these 
that you propose to attribute your own religious sentiments? Is it from 
these that you will look for upright or circumspect speech? 
 
It is clear that Cicero holds the practice of human sacrifice by the Gauls as a perversion of religion. 
Accordingly, such practice furnishes Cicero with ample grounds not only to show how different the 
Gauls are to the Romans, but also to question the moral fibre and the very nature of the Gauls as a 
nation. This allows him to effectively denigrate the Gauls as an uncivilized, cruel, barbarous race 
who lacks any sense of moral compass, and thereby win the sympathy of the jury for his client 
Fonteius. Especially, one could see how Cicero uses clever phrasing such as ‘who does not know’ 





Thus, it is apparent that the religious allegations against them appears to be the most poignant among 
the various allusions that Cicero makes of the Gauls. The main purpose of this depiction of course 
is to vilify the Gauls in order to disparage the allegations directed by them against Fonteius as well 
as any witness or testimony that they may provide against him. Here, Cicero brings together the 
stereotypical views held by the Romans regarding the Gauls and ultimately questions how one can 
accept the truth of an allegation or testimony delivered by such people.   
 
To further emphasize how morally flawed and inferior ‘Gallic nature’ is, Cicero juxtaposes it with 
‘Roman nature’ and the traditional Roman virtues at its core. He feels that his own client Fonteius 
to be a fitting example to use for this purpose (Cic. Font. 40.): 
Frugi igitur hominem, iudices, frugi, inquam, et in omnibus vitae 
partibus moderatum ac temperantem, plenum pudoris, plenum officii, 
plenum religionis videtis positum in vestra fide ac potestate, atque ita, 
ut commissus sit fidei, permissus potestati.  
 
It is an honest man, therefore, honest, I say, moderate and self-
controlled in every detail of his life, a model of honour, of devotion 
to duty, and of conscientiousness, whom you see placed here under 
your protection and in your power—yes, solemnly entrusted to your 
protection, placed absolutely in your power. 
 
In his description of Fonteius Cicero tries to accentuate his ‘Romanness’ by highlighting his virtues 





these Roman virtues stand in contrast to the qualities that he attributes to the Gauls. For instance, the 
Roman virtues of ‘moderatio’ and ‘temperantia’ contrast with the Gallic traits of cupido and libido. 
Similarly, the Roman virtue of pudor is seen contrasted with the Gauls’ lack of timor.  Finally, the 
Roman characteristic religio is compared with the lack of pietas in the Gauls. In doing so Cicero is 
obviously trying to tug at the ‘Romanness’ of the jury to enlist its sympathy towards Fonteius. 
 
 
Gaul – The Enemy of Rome 
 
While illustrating the natural traits that makes the Gauls different as well as culturally and morally 
inferior to Rome, Cicero also depicts the Gauls as a traditional enemy of the Romans. Thus, the 
words ‘inimicis’ and ‘hostium’ find frequent expression in Cicero with reference to the Gauls.125 
They had constantly waged war against the Romans and had destroyed their temples. This is a fact 
that he constantly reminds the jury in order to obtain leverage in favour of his client. In doing so he 
portrays Fonteus as an innocent victim of the Gauls, and thereby seeks to win the sympathy of the 
jury. Thus, he says (Cic. Font.12.):  
Pro di immortales! Quae haec est causa, quae defensio? Provinciae 
Galliae M. Fonteius praefuit, quae constat ex eis generibus hominum 
 
125 inimicissimis atque immanissimis nationibus - a most hostile and monstrous nation (Cic. Font. 41.); 
inimicissimis populo Romano nationibus et crudelissimis - cruel tribesmen who are the bitterest foes of the 
Roman people (Cic. Font. 43.); curate ut nostris testibus plus quam alienigenis credidisse videamini, plus 
saluti civium quam hostium libidini consuluisse, - let the world see that you place more confidence in the 
evidence of our fellow countrymen than in that of foreigners, that you have greater regard for the welfare 





et civitatum, qui, ut vetera mittam, partim nostra memoria bella cum 
populo Romano acerba ac diuturna gesserunt, partim modo ab 
nostris imperatoribus subacti, modo bello domiti, modo triumphis ac 
monumentis notati, modo ab senatu agris urbibusque multati sunt, 
partim qui cum ipso M. Fonteio ferrum ac manus contulerunt 
multoque eius sudore ac labore sub populi Romani imperium 
dicionemque ceciderunt.  
 
In heaven’s name, what a case is this, and how strange a task for 
defendant’s counsel! Marcus Fonteius was in charge of the province 
of Gaul, which comprises a type of men and communities which (to 
say nothing of ancient times) have either within our own memory 
waged long and bitter wars with the people of Rome, or have been 
recently subdued by our generals, subjugated in war, brought to notice 
by the triumphs and memorials of which their conquest has been the 
occasion, and have lately had their lands and cities made forfeit by 
the senate; in some cases they have met in armed encounter with 
Marcus Fonteius himself, and have, at cost of much strenuous effort 
to him, been brought beneath the power and dominion of the Roman 
people. 
 
Here, Cicero reminds the jury that Gaul is a nation that had waged bitter war against Rome in the 





and suspicion towards the Gauls by reminding the jury that the Gauls are an enemy of the Romans 
waiting to strike them when opportunity arises. As the Gauls were subdued by Roman generals, 
subjugated in war and ‘been brought beneath the power and domination of the Roman people’ surely, 
they should harbor some degree of animosity against the Romans, and, in particular, towards 
Fonteius himself. This clearly makes their allegations and testimonies biased and even potentially 
malicious. Thus, Cicero uses racial bias in order to arouse indignation and bitterness of the Roman 
audience against the Gauls. However, one should also not fail to see that Cicero’s line of 
argumentation also forces him to acknowledges (wittingly or unwittingly) that the Gauls have a 
reason to harbour a feeling of bitterness and hatred against Rome as they ‘lately had their lands and 
cities made forfeit by the senate.’   
 
Another instance where Cicero reiterates the traditional enmity between Rome and Gaul is during 
his long harangue against the religious practices of the Gauls. Here, he makes room to remind the 
jury of a national tragedy that is bound to raise bitter feelings (Cic. Font. 30):  
Ab isdem gentibus sanctis et in testimonio religiosis obsessum 
Capitolium est atque ille Iuppiter cuius nomine maiores nostri 
vinctam testimoniorum fidem esse voluerunt. 
 
It was these same tribes of upright and punctilious oath – regarders 
who beset the Capitol and the temple of that Jove with whose name 






By reminding the jury that the Gauls were the people that sacked the Capitol in the past; an event 
that has left the bitterest of memories for the Romans, Cicero is undoubtedly trying to stir the jury’s 
emotions against the Gauls and in favour of his client Fonteius. 
 
It is indeed interesting to see Cicero characterizing the enmity between the Gaul and Rome as a 
‘blood feud’ (Cic. Font. 33.):  
An vero dubitatis, iudices, quin insitas inimicitias istae gentes omnes 
et habeant et gerant cum populi Romani nomine?  
 
Can you hesitate to believe, gentleman, that it is a blood-feud which 
is cherished and which is waged by all those tribes against the name 
of the Roman people?  
 
While again representing the Gauls as a traditional enemy of the Romans, Cicero stresses on the 
‘insitas inimicitias’ or the ‘innate enmity’ that the Gauls bears against Rome. Here, Cicero’s 
objective is clear enough – by using the age-old racial prejudices, he tries to invoke fear and suspicion 
on the part of the jury towards the Gauls. The use of the adjective ‘insitas’ to qualify ‘inimicitias’ of 
the Gauls towards the Romans, suggests that the sense of hostility is innately ingrained in their minds 
and perpetuated over time. The same could be seen with the coupling of ‘habeant’ with ‘gerant.’ 
This serves to effectively amplify the sense of fear and mistrust of the jury towards the Gauls, and 
by extension discredit any witness or evidence furnished by them on the basis of being malicious.  
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To complement such picture of enmity between the Gauls and the Romans and to further highlight 
the threat that they pose to Rome and its people Cicero reminds the jury that the appearance of the 
Gauls in the court as victims seeking the aid of the jury could be misleading (Cic. Font. 33.): 
Sic existimatis eos hic sagatos bracatosque versari animo demisso 
atque humili, ut solent ii, qui adfecti iniuriis ad opem iudicum 
supplices inferioresque confugiunt? Nihil vero minus. Hi contra 
vagantur laeti atque erecti passim toto foro cum quibusdam minis et 
barbaro atque immani terrore verborum; 
Do you think that as they stand here cloaked and breeched, theirs is 
the meek submissive mood customary to the victims of outrage who, 
as humble lieges, appeal for aid to a jury? Nothing could be further 
from the truth. Nay, with proud and unflinching mien they stroll from 
end to end of the forum, with vague threats and uncouth barbarian 
menaces upon their lips. 
Here, Cicero in a dramatic way brings out the appearance of the Gauls in the court room in 
contrast to their true nature or the ‘Gallic swagger’ as indicated earlier. As Cicero points out, the 
appearance of the Gauls is not characterised by ‘animo demisso,’ ‘humili’, ‘supplices’ and 
‘inferiores.’ Such marks of submissiveness are what the Romans expect from a conquered 
enemy. However, as Cicero emphasises, the Gauls are not adhering to such compliance. On the 
contrary, their mien is described as ‘proud and unflinching’ - ‘laeti atque erecti.’ Thus, Cicero 






It is also interesting to see Cicero alluding to the dress of the Gauls as he describes them as ‘sagatos 
bracatosque versari.’ Such emphasis serves a dual purpose. On the one hand, the different attire of 
the Gauls (as opposed to the Roman toga) serves as a strong graphical indicator of their ‘otherness’ 
to the Romans, for even from a distance their ‘non-Romanness’  is obvious. This in turn could imply 
the fact that the Gauls were not able to adapt to Roman cultural practices or more probably their 
resistance to do so. In either case the Gauls openly giving expression to their culture appears to 
Cicero as a sign of danger – especially when their dress closely resembles military regalia. On the 
other hand, Cicero is indicating that the Gauls lack the cultural refinements of the Romans, thereby 
marking them as culturally inferior to the Romans.  
 
 
Conclusion   
 
Thus, it is apparent that a number of racial prejudices manifest themselves in Cicero’s forensic 
speeches as well as his personal correspondence. Especially in his defence speeches, one could 
indeed observe Cicero resorting to the technique of disparaging and attacking the witnesses in order 
to discredit their testimony against the defendant. This is where the racial prejudices prevalent in 
Rome become an effective weapon. Accordingly, Cicero often portray the ‘national character of the 
witnesses, attributing to them certain vices that question their credibility. At the same time, Cicero 
contrast the foreign witnesses with the Romans, sometimes using their cultural practices as well as 
visual indicators of their ‘otherness’ (the most prominent being their attire). This again allows him 
to utilise the current racial bias of the jury against the prosecution, and to enlist the sympathy of the 





understandable from the point of view of a Roman advocate. Furthermore, its extremely difficult to 
determine the extent to which the views expressed are Cicero’s own. However, what is clear is that 
Cicero’s expectation of his audience’ sensitivity to such claim betrays the racial prejudices prevalent 














It is evident through the analysis of his works that Cicero identified a certain ‘ideal model’ of 
provincial governing; a system fundamentally based on a set of moral principles which were core 
to Roman self-image and identity. Not only did Cicero regard a strong ethical consciousness on 
the part of Rome and its officials to be necessary when establishing good governance in the 
provinces, but also often used ‘virtuous governance’ as a convincing argument to justify Roman 
imperialism. Yet, despite his conception of an idyllic model, Cicero’s works also betray a number 
of complexities associated with provincial management: complexities which are systemic as well 
as practical. Such intricacies seen in Cicero’s works, are indeed expressions of numerous socio-
political and economic tendencies of the time. Thus, these issues have become an integral part of 
the Roman provincial administrative system and its evolutionary process, consequently rendering 
them a necessity to consider for the holistic understanding of Roman expansion and its diverse 
nuances.  
 
The present chapter, thereby, explores several complexities associated with Roman provincial 
government. Basing itself on several forensic speeches of Cicero together with his letters to 





provincial administration, as well as the way Cicero chooses to respond to them; especially in 
practical politics. In doing so the chapter seeks to appreciate how the paradigms of identity, 
nationalism and racial prejudices manifest in such complexities and the way they reflect Roman 
perception of the provincials (or ‘others’) in relation to themselves.  
 
 
Provincial Mismanagement  
  
Provincial mismanagement is a recurrent theme in most of the forensic speeches of Cicero. From 
the point of view of the current research, it is indeed significant that Cicero assumes the role of the 
prosecuting as well as the defending lawyer in cases involving provincial mismanagement. This 
not only allows a more balanced perception of the issues through comparison, but also offers a 
wider spectrum of oratorical techniques used by Cicero as a lawyer. Alongside his forensic 
speeches, Cicero’s private correspondence with his brother Quintus, and his close friend Atticus 
permits a more personal and open (one might even say an honest) expression of Cicero’s views. 
Together, Cicero’s works thus provide a unique insight into the complexities of provincial 
mismanagement, from the point of view of an individual who is personally involved in the system 
in various capacities, as well as a political theorist who is able to look at the subject of provincial 
mismanagement with a considerable degree of subjectivity.   
 
It could be safely inferred that among Cicero’s forensic speeches involving provincial 
mishandling, his speeches against Verres stand out as one of the most prolific. Not only have the 





the glaring malpractices plaguing the provinces. In his orations against Verres, Cicero builds the 
narrative of how the once prosperous province of Sicily had greatly suffered and declined due to 
mismanagement by its governor Verres. As Cicero explains, the people were burdened with 
arbitrary taxes, they were robbed of their lands and resources, and were oppressed and exploited 
by the various extortions of Verres.126 With regard to his personal conduct, several women had 
become victims of Verres’s unguarded lust, while many of the local elite and wealthy had become 
targets of his greed. Cicero points out that not even the sacred temples were spared from the avarice 
and licentiousness of Verres. Thus, particularly through the careful manipulation of the law, and 
the use of innate cruelty, Verres had managed to exploit and irreversibly damage the province of 
Sicily in an unprecedented way. As Cicero explains (Cic. Ver. 1.4.13.):  
Iam vero omnium vitiorum suorum plurima et maxima constituit 
monumenta et indicia in provincia Sicilia; quam iste per triennium 
ita vexavit ac perdidit ut ea restitui in antiquum statum nullo modo 
possit; vix autem per multos annos, innocentisque praetores, aliqua 
ex parte recreari aliquando posse videatur. Hoc praetore Siculi 
neque suas leges neque nostra senatus consulta neque communia 
iura tenuerunt. 
 
But nowhere did he multiply and magnify the memorials and the 
proofs of all his evil qualities so thoroughly as in his governorship 
of Sicily; which island for the space of three years he devastated and 
ruined so effectually that nothing can restore it to its former 
 





condition, and it hardly seems possible that a long lapse of years and 
a succession of upright governors can in time bring it a partial 
revival of prosperity. So long as Verres was governing it, its people 
were protected neither by their own laws, nor by the decrees of the 
Roman Senate, nor by the rights that belong to all nations alike. 
 
In his attempt to build an airtight case against the defendant, Cicero certainly spares no effort to 
vividly portray Verres’ crimes and corrupt practices in the course of his governorship. In doing so 
he brings to notice of the jury, the numerous ways in which Verres had exploited Sicily, thereby 
misappropriating the power and trust invested upon him by the people of Rome. At the same time, 
Cicero does not forget to support each of his allegations with witnesses. Thus, the dramatic 
narrative that unveils through his orations is indeed meant to portray Verres as the very epitome 
of evil and make him as ‘un-Roman’ as possible. At the end, with the eventual outcome of the 
prosecution, one should acknowledge that Cicero was indeed successful in what he sought to 
achieve. On the one hand, Verres remains as one of the most villainous historical figures to exist 
in Roman antiquity, whose career has left the blackest of marks in the realms of provincial 
administration. On the other hand, Cicero, while handling the case against Verres, was able to 
effectively introduce a multi-dimensional discourse on the issues of provincial mismanagement 
and its implications on Rome; a discussion that was essential and timely during the Late Republic.  
 
The malpractices that were prevalent in Sicily under Verres’ governorship, that Cicero so 
eloquently exposes, are indeed problematic, and point out to a number of structural and practical 





reconsidering) such malpractices from a modern perspective, Cicero’s speeches against Verres 
clearly indicate the merciless exploitation of a province and its resources by an imperial power (or 
one might argue - its representatives), with blatant disregard for the human and civil rights of its 
people. Cicero’s admittance that some of the crimes and malpractices he accuses Verres of far 
precedes him and had been committed before by other governors itself expresses how provincial 
mismanagement and corruption was normalised in Rome. Consequently, such indictment of 
Roman provincial governance coming from a Roman127 directed much needed focus on the wider 
issues of Roman provincial government, corruption, and its effect on Roman imperialism.  
 
However, it should be borne in mind that Verres’ mismanagement of the provinces is presented by 
Cicero as obvious. One finds that, at least in Cicero’s own perception, there is no moral 
ambivalence. Cicero, as Verres’ prosecutor, aptly takes his stance as the champion of good against 
evil, and in doing so unequivocally condemns any form of mismanagement of the provinces. 
However, the issue of provincial mismanagement in certain other instances proves to be much 
more complex and subtle. Such an instance is to be found in Cicero’s Pro Fonteio. Here, Cicero’s 
description of Fonteius’ governorship in Gaul deserves close consideration. In his illustration of 
Fonteius, Cicero indicates Fonteius fulfilling the obligations of his office as a commendable 
 
127 Here, Cicero’s own position in the spectrum of ‘Romanness’ is indeed questionable and is a topic that 
had invited much scholarly debate. Given his family background and his position as a ‘new man’ one would 
indeed question whether Cicero would qualify as a ‘true Roman’ – especially in the eyes of his aristocratic 
peers. Hence, it could be assumed that a novus homo, originating from the humble city of Arpinum, 
delivering his opinion on certain aspects of Roman identity with such passion might have raised a few 
brows in the audience. However, it is obvious that at least Cicero had no problem in identifying himself as 





governor. His governorship is seen as beneficial to Rome in many ways. As Cicero points out (Cic. 
Font.13.):   
Huic provinciae, quae ex hac generum varietate constaret, M. 
Fonteius, ut dixi, praefuit; qui erant hostes, subegit, qui proxime 
fuerant, eos ex iis agris, quibus erant multati, decedere coegit, 
ceteris, qui idcirco magnis saepe erant bellis superati, ut semper 
populo Romano parerent, magnos equitatus ad ea bella, quae tum 
in toto orbe terrarum a populo Romano gerebantur, magnas 
pecunias ad eorum stipendium, maximum frumenti numerum ad 
Hispaniense bellum tolerandum imperavit.  
 
Of this province with its heterogeneous population Marcus Fonteius, 
as I said just now, was appointed governor. Those who were our 
enemies he subdued; those who had recently been so he evicted from 
the farms they had forfeited; while from the remainder, who had 
been repeatedly conquered in great wars to the end that they might 
be made obedient for ever to the Roman people, he requisitioned 
large troops of cavalry to serve in the wars then being waged all over 
the world by the people of Rome, large sums of money to provide 
these with pay, and enormous quantities of corn to enable us to carry 






Thus, in Cicero’s opinion Fonteius’ governorship typifies a career of a ‘good’ provincial governor 
and what is expected of him through the course of his governorship – subduing the enemies of 
Rome, requisitioning troops to serve in the army, acquiring money and other resources for the 
benefit of Rome. It is indeed clear that such a portrayal sets Fonteius and his administration in 
contrast to that of the corrupt, oppressive governors such as Verres. At the same time, the narrative 
defines several crucial aspects pertaining to the scope of a provincial governor’s duty. Here, Cicero 
uses Fonteius’ efficient fulfilment of his obligations as a key point in his argument for why the 
jury should acquit him. He reiterates how difficult Fonteius’ achievements were and at the same 
time how vital they were for Rome. This specially applies to his military career. Accordingly, 
Cicero states (Cic. Font. 41.): 
Videte igitur, utrum sit aequius hominem honestissimum, virum 
fortissimum, civem optimum dedi inimicissimis atque immanissimis 
nationibus an reddi amicis, praesertim cum tot res sint, quae vestris 
animis pro huius innocentis salute supplicant …  
 
Ask yourselves, then, whether it is more just that an honourable 
man, a gallant gentleman, and a patriotic citizen should be given 
over to hostile and insensible barbarians or given back to his friends, 
especially when there are so many circumstances which appeal to 
your sympathies and urge the acquittal of my innocent client. 
 
Here, Cicero clearly uses oratory and judicial manipulation to invoke pity towards Fonteius based 





valour as ‘virum fortissimum,’ Cicero especially reminds the jury that he is a citizen of Rome; in 
fact, one of the best; civem optimum. Thus, his virtues together with the fact that Fonteius has 
rendered Rome immense service during his governorship are presented by Cicero as strong 
justifications for his acquittal.   
  
To further enlist the sympathy of the jury in favour of Fonteius Cicero presents him as a victim of 
the vicious Gauls:  
… quibus invitissimis imperatum est, dicunt, qui ex agris ex Cn. 
Pompei decreto decedere sunt coacti, dicunt, qui ex belli caede et 
fuga nunc primum audent contra M. Fonteium inermem consistere. 
[Cic. Font.13.] 
 
… our opponents are the men who met these requisitions with the 
utmost reluctance; they are the men who were evicted from their 
farms by the decree of Gnaeus Pompeius; they are the men who, 
having escaped from war, massacre, and rout, venture for the first 
time to face Marcus Fonteius now when he is unarmed.  
 
Cicero, here, clearly portrays Fonteius as a victim: a prey of the malicious Gauls, who are waiting 
for an opportunity to take revenge, ‘when he is unarmed.’ With the use of such military metaphor 
Cicero effectively drives home Fonteius’ vulnerability in the face of the present attack by the 
Gauls. This naturally serves the purpose of invoking the pathos of the jury in Fonteius’ favour.  





betray the various ways in which the provinces are exploited of their resources and the provincials 
subjected to various forms of oppression, mistreatment, and injustice, even by the ‘best’ of the 
provincial governors. For example, the provincials are often deprived of their land, massacred and 
in certain instances driven into wars that they were never interested in. Thus, one might even say 
that Cicero is unwittingly admitting that the Gauls do have good reasons to hate Fonteius.  
 
Thus, the way in which provincial mismanagement manifests in Cicero’s speeches against Verres 
and his defence of Fonteius drives home a factor crucial for understanding provincial 
administration and the nuances that it involves. Though there is a clear line that defines a ‘good’ 
governor from a ‘bad’ one, the line seems to blur in instances where a governor’s actions stand to 
benefit Rome. It appears that certain measures, as in the case of Fonteius, are not seen as oppressive 
or problematic when carried out for the sake of Rome. Rather, they are seen a part of a governor’s 
duty and a ‘right’ of Rome, a right enjoyed by virtue of being an imperial power, by being naturally 














Targeting the Provincial Governor  
 
While the manifold forms of mismanagement taking place in the provinces are apparent, Cicero’s 
works also bring to light the possibility of the provincial governor becoming the victim of false 
allegations. Such a line of argumentation appears to be a common occurrence in Cicero’s forensic 
speeches, where he defends former governors accused of extortions; his Pro Scauro being the most 
notable. Considering the political backdrop of the Late Republican era, and the political aspirations 
that were an irrefutable part of it, it is indeed difficult to deny the validity of such a claim. As 
argued by Richardson,128 as well as Lintott, the practical possibility of successfully prosecuting a 
provincial governor is extremely low. According to Lintott the obvious defects in the arrangements 
for prosecuting for their conduct abroad includes the fact that there was no permanent machinery 
available to the allies as well as the little attempt made by the Romans to consider the welfare of 
the allies as important.129  Yet, there is no denying that a false accusation could certainly be viewed 
as the easiest way to ruin an individual’s future in politics, to get rid of a political rival or to gain 
personal vendetta. Thus, amidst such inconclusive, and often conflicting, evidence it is deemed 
safest to take an agnostic approach, where one should be satisfied simply by acknowledging that 
a provincial governor being the target of false allegations to be a possibility. 130 
 
One instance where Cicero gives expression to the idea that the governor could be a victim of false 
allegations is found in his forensic speech in defence of Scaurus the former governor of Sardinia 
(Cic. Scaur. 1.):  
 
128 Richardson 1976: 45 – 46.  
129 Lintott 1993: 99. 





Maxime fuit optandum M. Scauro, iudices, ut nullo suscepto 
cuiusquam odio sine offensione ac molestia retineret, id quod 
praecipue semper studuit, generis, familiae, nominis dignitatem. 
(Augustinus.) Verum tamen, quoniam ita tulit casus infestus, non 
recusandum sibi arbitratur quo minus eadem fortuna utatur qua 
pater: qui saepe numero ab inimicis ad causae dictionem vocatus 
est. . . .  
 
What Marcus Scaurus, gentlemen of the jury, might most have 
prayed for was to retain, as he has ever been most anxious to do, the 
dignity of his race, his family, his reputation, without incurring the 
hatred of any or being the source of any offence or annoyance. (But 
since an unhappy destiny has so determined, it is not for him, he 
thinks, to shrink from meeting the same fortune as his father, who 
was repeatedly called upon by his foes to plead in his own defence.) 
. . .  
 
Thus, Cicero, at the beginning of his speech, implies that Scaurus is being falsely accused by the 
Sardinians. As he points out, all Scaurus wanted was to retain his dignity and reputation, without 
offending anyone. Yet, this was not to be. Just as his father, he was ‘called upon by his foes’ to 
plead in his defence. It is clear that Cicero is trying to portray Scaurus as a victim of a malicious, 
barbaric foe trying to deprive him of his dignity and reputation. Here, while Cicero’s claim of his 





deny the possibility that a provincial governor could easily become a target of false allegations by 
his personal enemies seeking to destroy his political career. One of the easiest ways this could be 
achieved is through manipulating the natives of his province. Thus, the question arises if the law 
courts (especially during a turbulent time as the late Republican era) did serve its primary purpose 
of establishing good governance in the provinces by punishing corrupt officers, or rather provided 
yet another opportunity for personal vendetta and political propaganda. 
 
Again, the same idea is reiterated by Cicero as he stresses that the prosecution of the governor has 
become a frequent occurrence in Roman politics (Cic. Scaur. 2.).  
Reus est factus a Q. Servilio Caepione lege Servilia, cum iudicia 
penes equestrem ordinem essent et P. Rutilio damnato nemo tam 
innocens videretur, ut non timeret illa . . . (Ascon.)  
 
He was prosecuted by Quintus Servilius Caepio under the Servilian 
Law, at a time when the courts were in the hands of the equestrian 
order, and when, after the condemnation of Publius Rutilius, no one 
seemed so irreproachable as to be immune from fear of those courts 
. . . 
 
Here Cicero emphasises, with examples, that a provincial governor could easily become the target 
of false allegations, to the extent that ‘nemo tam innocens videretur, ut non timeret illa’ ‘no one 
seemed so irreproachable as to be immune from fear of those courts.’ While Cicero’s claim could 





provinces, it could also be viewed as an expression of the governor’s susceptibility to false 
allegation; to the extent that it has become the norm and an inevitable ‘legacy’ of being a provincial 
governor.     
 
One strong factor that makes for the plausibility of the idea that the provincial governor could be 
the target of false accusations, would be the implications such allegations might have on the 
domestic political sphere in Rome. This is exactly what Cicero tries to point out to the jury in his 
defence of Scaurus (Cic. Scaur. 30.):  
Sed omnis ista celeritas ac festinatio, quod inquisitionem, quod 
priorem actionem totam sustulisti, illud patefecit et inlustravit, quod 
occultum tamen non erat, non esse hoc iudicium iudicii, sed 
comitiorum consularium causa comparatum.  
 
But all your precipitancy and impatience in bringing to a summary 
end the investigation and all the earlier action has turned a 
searchlight upon the truth, which was however no secret before, that 
this trial was instituted not in the interests of justice, but to affect the 
consular elections. 
 
Consequently, after attacking the prosecution’s witness Valerius on the basis of his character and 
personal bias,131 Cicero claims that the main interest of the present lawsuit was not justice or the 
truth, but rather to influence the consular elections. This, while indicating the possibility of a 
 





provincial governor being the target of false charges by his personal enemies or competitors, also 
points out that the issue of provincial administration is not completely independent but is closely 
akin to the happenings of the domestic political arena of Rome – especially during the late 
Republican era.  
 
It is also interesting to observe that the argument for a governor being a target of false accusations 
becomes stronger and more effective when the accused is ‘Roman’ and the accusers are aliens or 
‘others.’ This is evident in the way Cicero argues for Scaurus’ innocence. To evoke the sympathy 
of the jury towards his client, Cicero emphasises his ‘Romanness’ by indicating ‘generis,’ 
‘familiae,’ and ‘nominis dignitatem’ as things most cherished by Scaurus.132 From the foundation 
of Rome these are values and institutions that are deeply ingrained into the very basis of Roman 
identity. On the one hand, any Roman (in particular - the jury consisted of the members of the 
Roman elite) will be most likely to sympathise and relate with Scaurus’ concern of losing his and 
his family’s dignity and reputation. On the other hand, by amplifying Scaurus’ ‘Romanness,’ 
Cicero is trying to set a contrast between him and his non-Roman prosecutors, thereby attempting 
to take advantage of the racial bias prevalent during the time.  
  
 
The Publicani and Taxation  
 
One of the main issues pertaining to Roman provincial administration is the matter of tax farmers 
or publicani and provincial taxation. While being a controversial issue due to the corruption and 
 





exploitation surrounding the system of tax farming, the term publicani eventually came to embody 
the oppression and exploitation that the Roman provinces were subjected to.133 Thus, one could 
clearly see Cicero’s works reflecting on some of the complexities related to the system of tax 
farming as well as the relationship between the provincial governor and the publicani. 
  
It is evident that the provincial governor was ideally perceived as a benevolent guardian of the 
province. Accordingly, he is expected to protect the provincials from oppression and exploitation. 
However, this becomes problematic when it comes to dealing with the publicani. It is inevitable 
that the publicani most probably come from the same elite group that the provincial governor 
comes from, and thereby closely affiliated with him through personal friendship and family 
connections. At the same time, the publicani would also have their own agenda in seeking profit 
and personal benefit. Such a conflict of interest could indeed place the provincial governor in a 
difficult position. On the one hand, the close affiliation the governor has with the publicani makes 
it very difficult for him to ignore them; especially as Rome does depend on the support of the 
publicani. On the other hand, entirely giving way to the wishes of the tax farmers would mean 
closing one’s eyes to the obvious detriment and exploitation of the province and its people. This 
complexity finds expression in many of Cicero’s correspondence. Here, Cicero’s first letter to 
Quintus where he advises him on his relationship with the publicani proves to be particularly 
insightful in understanding the depth of its complexity.  
 
Cicero clearly acknowledges that the publicani or the tax farmers pose one of the most complicated 
issues that the provincial governor faces.  As he says to Quintus (Cic. QFr. 1.1. 32):  
 





Atque huic tuae voluntati ac diligentiae difficultatem magnam 
adferunt publicani. quibus si adversamur, ordinem de nobis optime 
meritum et per nos cum re publica coniunctum et a nobis et a re 
publica diiungemus; sin autem omnibus in rebus obsequemur, 
funditus eos perire patiemur quorum non modo saluti sed etiam 
commodis consulere debemus. haec est una, si vere cogitare 
volumus, in toto imperio tuo difficultas.  
 
Now there is one great obstacle to this your will and endeavour: the 
tax farmers. If we oppose them, we shall alienate from ourselves and 
from the commonwealth a class to which we owe a great deal and 
which we have brought into alliance with the public interest. On the 
other hand, if we defer to them all along the line, we shall have to 
close our eyes to the utter undoing of the people for whose interests, 
as well as survival, it is our duty to care. If we look facts in the face, 
this is your only really difficult administrative problem.  
 
As Cicero suggests, the provincial governor is often presented with a dilemma when dealing with 
the tax farmers. On the one hand, he could not completely alienate the publicani. Given the 
substantial contribution that they make to the economy of Rome, their continuous support and 
service is essential to the economic prosperity of Rome. On the other hand, giving into the wishes 
of the tax farmers would inevitably mean subjecting one’s province to their exploitation and 
turning a blind eye to the utter undoing of the province. Thus, according to Cicero’s view, this is 
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the most difficult administrative problem that a provincial governor may face. Accordingly, the 
little practical advice Cicero gives Quintus here, itself is suggestive of how problematic and 
delicate this matter is.  
While admitting the difficulty that the provincial governor faces in dealing with the publicani, 
Cicero also concedes that the tax-farmers do pose a real obstacle for the wellbeing of the province. 
It is indeed clear that he does sympathizes with provincials (as well as the Roman citizens living in 
the provinces) who are oppressed by the burdens imposed upon them by the publicani (Cic. QFr. 
1.1. 32): 
illa causa publicanorum quantam acerbitatem adferat sociis 
intelleximus ex civibus qui nuper in portoriis Italiae tollendis non 
tam de portorio quam de non nullis iniuriis portitorum querebantur. 
qua re non ignoro quid sociis accidat in ultimis terris, cum audierim 
in Italia querelas civium. hic te ita versari ut et publicanis satis 
facias, praesertim publicis male redemptis, et socios perire non 
sinas divinae cuiusdam virtutis esse videtur, id est tuae. 
How much bitterness the tax farmer question creates in the 
provinces has been illustrated for us by the attitude of some of our 
countrymen over the abolition of Italian customs. It was not the duty 
they complained of so much as certain maltreatments at the hands 
of customs officers. Having heard the complaints of Roman citizens 





ends of the earth. So to manage that you satisfy the tax farmers, 
especially when they have made a poor bargain with the Treasury, 
without letting the provincials go to ruin seems to call for capacity 
more than human—which is to say, it calls for yours. 
 
Cicero acknowledging the unpopularity of the publicani as expressed by the opinion of the Roman 
citizens concerning the ‘abolition of the Italian customs’ clearly indicates how oppressive the 
publicani could be. This is further highlighted when Cicero claims ‘Having heard the complaints 
of Roman citizens in Italy I do not need to be told what happens to provincials at the ends of the 
earth’ and ‘satisfy the tax farmers, especially when they have made a poor bargain with the 
Treasury, without letting the provincials go to ruin seems to call for capacity more than human.’  
 
Having identified the publicani and the system of tax farming as a glaring problem affecting the 
provinces, Cicero also recognises the need for reconciliation between the provincials and the 
publicani. Here, Cicero places a substantial responsibility in the hands of the provincial governor 
himself (Cic. QFr. 1.1.35.):  
quod si genus ipsum et nomen publicani non iniquo animo 
sustinebunt, poterunt iis consilio et prudentia tua reliqua videri 
mitiora.  
 
Now if they will only tolerate the actual existence and name of the 
tax farmer with some degree of equanimity, your policy and wisdom 






In the above advice to Quintus, two factors warrant close consideration. On the one hand, Cicero 
implies that the publicani are a problem that needs to be tolerated by the provincials with 
equanimity (non iniquo animo). On the other hand, the best that the provincials could expect is 
that it would be made ‘easier to bear’ through the conduct of the provincial governor; particularly 
through his policy and wisdom (consilio et prudentia).   
 
Accordingly, Cicero recommends that the governor needs to make possible allowances for the 
benefit of the publicani without alienating them. As he suggests:  
possunt in pactionibus faciendis non legem spectare censoriam sed 
potius commoditatem conficiendi negoti et liberationem molestiae. 
potes etiam tu id facere, quod et fecisti egregie et facis, ut 
commemores quanta sit in publicanis dignitas, quantum nos illi 
ordini debeamus, ut remoto imperio ac vi potestatis et fascium 
publicanos cum Graecis gratia atque auctoritate coniungas [sed] et 
ab iis de quibus optime tu meritus es et qui tibi omnia debent hoc 
petas, ut facilitate sua nos eam necessitudinem quae est nobis cum 
publicanis obtinere et conservare patiantur.  
 
In making their compacts they need not worry about the censorial 
contract, but rather look to the convenience of settling the business 
and freeing themselves of its annoyance. You yourself can help, as 





status of the tax farmers as a class and how much we owe them, 
using your influence and moral authority to bring the two sides 
together without any show of magisterial power and constraint. You 
may ask it as a favour from people for whom you have done so much 
and who ought to refuse you nothing, that they be willing to stretch 
a point or two in order to let us preserve our friendly relations with 
the tax farmers unimpaired. 
 
In considering Cicero’s suggestion to his brother, it is apparent that the point is to appease the 
publicani, rather than to find a more sustainable solution to the problem. This becomes problematic 
as Cicero makes no attempt to recognize a structural way to curtail the oppression of the publicani. 
One possible explanation for such a void in Cicero’s stance, may be his realization of the practical 
challenges that it involves. As an individual who is closely involved in practical politics as well as 
provincial governance, Cicero might have understood that the publicani are a necessary evil that 
both sustains and impedes the system. In such instance, the only possible point of redemption 
becomes the governor and his tact which make it less of an evil. Thus, the hegemonic undertone 
of Cicero’s suggestion should be noted as he says that ‘ using your influence and moral authority 
to bring the two sides together without any show of magisterial power and constraint’ and ‘You 







Along with the publicani taxation is undoubtedly one of the most glaring issues of provincial 
administration.134 While the economic significance of taxation for Rome is clearly evident, it is 
also undeniable that, taxation, especially when unregulated and carried out by corrupt officials, 
makes the provinces vulnerable to oppression and exploitation. Such dynamic renders the subject 
of taxation quite controversial. Thus, while looking at the references that Cicero makes to taxation 
in his works one could find a number of interesting as well as insightful comments on the topic.     
 
In his first letter to his brother Quintus, Cicero makes several observations on the matter of 
taxation, while referring to complaints coming from the province of Asia. He begins by pointing 
out that the Greeks do not have the right to complain regarding the taxes that they were levied 
(Cic. QFr. 1.1.33.):  
Ac primum Graecis id quod acerbissimum est, quod sunt vectigales, 
non ita acerbum videri debet, propterea quod sine imperio populi 
Romani suis institutis per se ipsi ita fuerunt.  
 
Now to begin with, the most painful point to the Greeks is that they 
have to pay taxes at all. And yet they ought not to feel it so very 
painfully, since without any Roman empire they were in just the 




134 For an in-depth discussion on provincial administration and taxation see Arnold 1914: 194 - 218; 






Here, the manner in which Cicero casually brushes off the Geeks complaining of having to pay 
taxes,  and the tone of condescension he adopts when stating that the Greeks should not complain 
thus, clearly betray the typical discourse used by the Romans to justify their imperial propaganda 
as well as certain racial bias of the Romans. As Cicero argues, the Greeks were in a similar, if not 
a worse, predicament under their own institutions. This, in turn suggests that the Greeks should 
feel grateful rather than resentfully complain about their state.  
 
Cicero then proceeds to adopt a similar line of argumentation regarding the complains again the 
Roman publicani (Cic. QFr. 1.1.33.):  
nomen autem publicani aspernari non possunt, qui pendere ipsi 
vectigal sine publicano non potuerint quod iis aequaliter Sulla 
discripserat. non esse autem leniores in exigendis vectigalibus 
Graecos quam nostros publicanos hinc intellegi potest quod Caunii 
nuper omnibusque ex insulis quae erant a Sulla Rhodiis attributae 
confugerunt ad senatum, nobis ut potius vectigal quam Rhodiis 
penderent. qua re nomen publicani neque ii debent horrere qui 
semper vectigales fuerunt, neque ii aspernari qui per se pendere 
vectigal non potuerunt, neque ii recusare qui postulaverunt.  
 
They ought not to turn away in disgust at the word ‘tax farmer,’ 
seeing that they proved unable to pay their taxes, as fairly allocated 
by Sulla, on their own without the tax farmer’s intervention. That 





Romans is well seen from the recent appeal to the Senate by the 
Caunians and all the islands assigned to Rhodes by Sulla, that they 
should in future pay their taxes to Rome instead of to Rhodes. And 
so I say that people who have always had to pay taxes ought not to 
shudder at the word ‘tax farmer,’ that such disgust comes ill from 
people who were unable to pay their tax by themselves, and that 
those who have what they asked for should not raise objections. 
 
Cicero claims that the Roman publicani are decidedly better and less oppressive than their Greek 
counterparts. This is indicated by the recent appeal made to the Senate by the Caunians and all the 
islands assigned to Rhodes for taxation by Sulla. Cicero further points out to the inability of the 
provincials to pay taxes, thereby suggesting that the Romans have actually rendered the provincial 
a favour and a service through their intervention.   
 
At the same time, Cicero is careful to emphasize that there is a strong moral basis to the manner 
in which the taxes are levied from the provincials. He stresses that the taxes are equally distributed 
(aequaliter), as well as allocated by Sulla without the intervention of the publicani. This, in turn 
suggests that the taxes are just and are devoid of any party interest.  
 
Thus, it is apparent that Cicero is trying to justify taxation on multiple grounds. Firstly, he argues 
that being part of the Roman empire is advantageous to the Greeks, and thereby the payment of 
taxes is seen by him as a small price to pay by the provincials who stand to benefit from being a 





a problem to the Greeks as they were in the same predicament under their own institutions. Finally, 
based on its fair allocation Cicero also provides a moral justification to taxation. Thus, Cicero’s 
line of argumentation is reflective of the mainstream Roman imperial propaganda as well as the 
‘us’ against ‘them’ thinking of the Romans.   
 
 
The Romans Over the ‘Others’ 
 
It is undeniable that the Romans had a strong sense of national pride. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, this sense of nationalism was further augmented by their belief in their natural superiority 
to other peoples. Such self-perception led the Romans to consider non-Romans as different as well 
as inferior to them. Accordingly, this dichotomy between the ‘Romans’ and ‘others’ found clear 
expression in the way the Romans dealt with the provincials. In particular, it is apparent that the 
feeling of moral and intellectual superiority induced the Romans to prioritize their own interest 
over that of the provincials.      
 
On many occasions Cicero gives expression to the idea that the interest of the Romans should 
always take precedence over that of the provincials. For example, in his Pro Fonteio he exclaims 
(Cic. Font. 4.):  
Quae est igitur ista accusatio, quae facilius possit Alpis quam 
paucos aerari gradus ascendere, diligentius Rutenorum quam 
populi Romani defendat aerarium, lubentius ignotis quam notis 






What then is the meaning of this prosecution which finds it easier to 
climb the Alps than just the few steps which lead to the Treasury, 
which defends the treasury of the Ruteni more jealously than that of 
the people of Rome, which prefers unknown witnesses to those 
whom it knows, foreigners to fellow citizens, …  
 
It is obvious that Cicero is implying that the interest of Rome and the Romans should be prioritized 
as he exclaims that in the case against Fonteius the jury is championing the interests of foreigners 
or alienigenis rather than that of the Romans. Here, it is important to note here that Cicero does 
not imply any fault or weakness in the evidence itself, other than the fact that it comes from 
‘unknown witnesses’ or ‘foreigners.’ Even though, Cicero indicates that the evidence furnished by 
the Roman citizens is ‘documentary’ it does not necessarily reflect the validity or the authenticity 
of the evidence. Thus, what Cicero is trying to do here is to manipulate the jury for the advantage 
of his client. Using such tone of disbelief and the underlying sense of irony conveyed here, Cicero 
is trying to shame the jury into delivering their verdict in favour of Fonteius. This of course is 
expected of Cicero as a lawyer defending his client using the tricks and techniques offered by 
forensic oratory. However, the fact that Cicero believes that the jury would respond such line of 
argumentation clearly betrays the ‘us’ against ‘them’ thinking prevalent in his contemporary 
Roman society.   
 
Similarly, Cicero attempts to shame the jury into disbelieving the evidence furnished by the Gallic 





An vero illi equites Romani, quos nos vidimus, qui nuper in re 
publica iudiciisque maximis floruerunt, habuerunt tantum animi, 
tantum roboris, ut M. Scauro testi non crederent; vos Volcarum 
atque Allobrogum testimoniis non credere timetis?  
 
Or had those great knights of Rome whom our eyes beheld, and who 
of late maintained a proud position in our political and judicial life, 
sufficient courage and resolution to refuse belief to the evidence of 
Marcus Scaurus; and are you afraid to disbelieve the testimony of 
Volcae and Allobroges? 
 
Thus, Cicero tries to invoke a sense of shame in the jurors by asking if they are too afraid to 
disbelieve foreigners (the testimony of the Volcae and Allobroges). This is juxtaposed with ‘An 
vero illi equites Romani, quos nos vidimus, qui nuper in re publica iudiciisque maximis floruerunt, 
habuerunt tantum animi, tantum roboris, ut M. Scauro testi non crederent’ – ‘those great knights 
of Rome whom our eyes beheld, and who of late maintained a proud position in our political and 
judicial life, [had] sufficient courage and resolution to refuse belief to the evidence of Marcus 
Scaurus.’ While such tactic is understandably used by Cicero as a lawyer, his supposition of its 
successful effect on a Roman jury certainly betrays racial bias prevalent during the time.  
 
However, one of the most prolific instances that showcases the ‘Romans over the others’ ideology 
is the way Cicero responds to the theft of artworks from the provinces. Admittedly, one of the most 





stealing art from the provinces. Cicero, on his part does not fail to bring out an abundance of 
examples of the statues and other works of art that Verres had robbed from the various parts of 
Sicily; some of them from the holiest sanctuaries of the natives. It is clear that Cicero sympathises 
with the natives for their loss and tries to create a sense of pathos towards them. Yet, upon closer 
scrutiny it becomes evident that Cicero’s main accusation is that Verres stole these works of art 
for his personal use. As he indicates, ‘What you criminally and piratically stole from venerated 
sanctuaries we can see only in the private houses of you and your friends.’ However, in contrast 
he brings out Servilius (Cic. Ver. 2.1.22.57.): 
Tu quae ex fanis religiosissimis per scelus et latrocinium abstulisti, 
ea nos videre nisi in tuis amicorumque tuorum tectis non possumus: 
P. Servilius, quae signa atque ornamenta ex urbe hostium, vi et 
virtute capta, belli lege atque imperatorio iure sustulit, ea populo 
Romano adportavit, per triumphum vexit, in tabulas publicas ad 
aerarium perscribenda curavit. 
 
What you criminally and piratically stole from venerated sanctuaries 
we can see only in the private houses of you and your friends: the 
statues and objects of art, which, in accordance with the rights of 
war and his powers as general, Servilius removed from the enemy 
city that his strength and valour had captured, he brought home to 
his countrymen, displayed them in his triumphal procession, and had 






As Cicero explains, Servilius brought the works of Art to his countrymen, and duly recorded them 
in official records – thereby making them a part of the public treasury. Here, it is clear that Cicero 
does not problematize the practice of stealing art as long as it is done for the benefit of Rome. it 
appears that he almost feels as if it is Rome’s right as a conqueror to obtain such treasures from its 
conquests.  
 
Thus, it is apparent that Cicero’s works often give expression to the idea that the interest of Rome 
and its people should always take presence over the wellbeing of the ‘others.’ Whether it is the 
jury being implored to sympathise with a Roman governor accused of corruption, or the general 
acceptance that the exploitation of a province, Cicero seems to not mind as long as it is done for 
the benefit of Rome.  
 
 
The Independence of the Governor 
 
A key point pertaining to provincial governing that Cicero reiterates in many of his works is the 
significance of the governor maintaining his independence. This, as Cicero points out, is necessary 
when establishing good governance in the provinces. It is also vital for the governor to exercise 
the full potential of his imperium. According to Cicero, these two factors appear to be closely 
connected. A provincial governor with a strong moral compass, well-schooled in the traditional 
Roman virtues, has no inclination to misuse his imperium in a way that would cause harm to the 
province that is entrusted to him or in a way that would tarnish the good name of Rome. In fact, 





of the provincials. However, there is indeed a danger that the provincial governor and his power 
might be manipulated by other individuals in a way that is damaging for both the province and 
Rome. Such a danger is often a reality when it comes to the closest associates of the governor: his 
subordinates, household staff and provincials that may appear to be his friends. Thus, Cicero 
especially warns the governor to not allow himself or his power to be manipulated.  
 
In such context, the governor’s independence becomes a frequently addressed subject in Cicero’s 
letters to his brother Quintus. Especially in his first letter to his brother, Cicero, while offering him 
advice on governing, often reiterates that Quintus needs to free himself from any influence that 
might distract him from his path of righteousness. One such instance is clearly seen in Cicero’s 
advice to Quintus on bribery. As Cicero instructs Quintus not to get involved in bribery, he 
mentions (Cic. QFr. 1.1.13.):   
denique haec opinio sit, non modo iis qui aliquid acceperint sed iis 
etiam qui dederint te inimicum, si id cognoveris, futurum; neque 
vero quisquam dabit cum erit hoc perspectum, nihil per eos qui 
simulant se apud te multum posse abs te solere impetrari.  
 
Finally let it be believed that, if you get to know of a bribe, you will 
be the enemy of the giver as well as of the taker. Nor will anybody 
give a bribe once it becomes clear that as a rule nothing is obtained 
from you through the agency of people who pretend to have much 






Here, while Cicero addresses the issue of bribery, he advises his brother to be wary of both givers 
and receivers of bribes and asks him to be the 'enemy of the giver as well as the taker.’ It is obvious 
that Cicero regards bribery as inherently evil. However, Cicero’s reasons for instructing his brother 
to completely detach himself from people involved in bribery here deserves closer scrutiny. As 
Cicero points out, bribery has the potential to render the provincial governor weak and susceptible 
to the influence of others. Such influence deprives the governor of his ability to exercise his power 
independently, especially within the moral framework required of the office.   
 
Similarly, as Cicero advises Quintus on his subordinate officers, he particularly insists that the 
provincial governor should exercise his power independently, without allowing himself to be 
manipulated by his subordinates (Cic. QFr. 1.1.13.):   
sint aures tuae quae id quod audiunt existimentur audire, non in 
quas ficte et simulate quaestus causa insusurretur. sit anulus tuus 
non ut vas aliquod sed tamquam ipse tu, non minister alienae 
voluntatis sed testis tuae.  
 
Let men think of your ears as hearing what they hear, not as 
receptacles for false, deceitful, profit-seeking whispers. Let your 
seal ring be no mere instrument but like your own person, not the 
tool of other men’s wills but the witness of your own. 
 
Again, as Cicero points out the possibility of the provincial governor being manipulated by others 





remain steadfast and independent. Cicero warns his brother that there will be ‘false, deceitful, 
profit-seeking whispers.’ This is indeed a practical trial that any governor is likely to face. 
However, it is essential for the wellbeing of the province that the governor remains independent 
in the use of his power and judgment, not allowing others to take advantage of his power.  
 
At the same time, Cicero does acknowledge how difficult it is for the Governor to maintain his 
independence; especially in view of the various pressures coming from personal friends and other 
connections. An expressive instance appears in his first letter to Quintus where Cicero applauds 
him for taking independent decisions, despite such pressures (Cic. QFr. 1.1.26.):  
 
Quantum vero illud est beneficium tuum quod iniquo et gravi 
vectigali aedilicio cum magnis nostris simultatibus Asiam liberasti! 
etenim si unus homo nobilis queritur palam te, quod edixeris ne ad 
ludos pecuniae decernerentur, HS c͞c͞ sibi eripuisse, quanta tandem 
pecunia penderetur si omnium nomine quicumque Romae ludos 
facerent (quod erat iam institutum) erogaretur? 
 
And then what a boon you conferred on Asia in relieving her from 
the iniquitous, oppressive Aediles’ Tax, thereby making us some 
powerful enemies. One noble personage is openly complaining that 
your edict forbidding the voting of public money for shows has 





would be involved if money were paid out for the benefit of 
everybody who gave shows in Rome, as had become the practice. 
 
At this point, Cicero praises Quintus for cancelling the Aediles’ tax, as well as his edict forbidding 
the voting of public money for shows. Both these steps were taken by Quintus for the betterment 
of the provincials. Yet, in doing so he had clearly offended certain individuals who sought to gain 
through the systemic corruption prevalent during the time. The fact that such malpractices are 
treated as normalcy within the system of provincial administration is clearly expressed by ‘quod 
erat iam institutum’ as well as Cicero’s claim that the noble personage was ‘openly’ (palam) 
complaining about his loss. Thus, in view of such immoral practices, the governor’s independence 
becomes extremely significant in maintaining good governance in the provinces.  
 
It is indeed clear that Cicero considers the independence of the provincial governor as a vital 
requirement for maintaining good governance in the provinces. As he reiterates, a governor could 
make a number of bitter enemies for himself in the process, which Cicero appears to consider a 
small price to pay in return for ensuring the wellbeing of the provincials. However, it is also 
questionable the practical feasibility of the governor maintaining his independence – especially 
when it comes to entertaining certain requests from friends and family. This is evident through 
Cicero’s own experience with such ‘embarrassing requests’135 from Brutus and Caelius as 
communicated through his personal correspondence. The manner in which Cicero tries to navigate 
such requests while maintaining his own moral decorum clearly signifies how intricate and morally 
ambivalent the matter is.   
 





The Power of the Provincial Governor 
 
One of the significant facets of provincial administration that Cicero’s works reflects upon is the 
nature of the power invested on the provincial governor. Cicero’s works often reiterate the fact 
that the provincial magistrate enjoys virtually unlimited power – a power entailed in the imperium 
assigned to his office. Admittedly, there are several legal and constitutional restraints that are 
implemented in order to keep the governor’s power in check. The governor is expected to govern 
his province according to the guidelines stipulated by the senate. In addition, there are specific 
laws to protect the rights of the provincials as well as the extortion courts to hold the provincial 
governors accountable for their conduct and ultimately punish them for any malpractices they are 
guilty of.136 However, despite such measures the practical reality remains that a provincial 
governor’s power is virtually absolute and could often be used in an arbitrary manner. Such power 
invested on a single individual could indeed prove to be disruptive and even cataclysmic for the 
provinces, especially if fallen into the wrong hands (as seen in the case of Verres). It could be 
ascertained that, in view of his strong belief in a mixed constitution reinforced with checks and 
balances, the very notion of unlimited power assigned to a single person would indeed be 
problematic in the eyes of Cicero. However, while one could see Cicero acknowledging such a 
reality on several instances (especially in his personal correspondence), the way he responds to the 
issue certainly deserves close consideration.  
 
 
136 For checks upon the provincial governor’s power see Arnold 1914: 69 - 71; Stevenson 1939: 66 - 72; 





In his first letter to Quintus, Cicero effectively portrays the power that the provincial magistrate 
enjoys (Cic. QFr. 1.1.22-23.):  
in qua tanta multitudo civium, tanta sociorum, tot urbes, tot civitates 
unius hominis nutum intuentur, ubi nullum auxilium est, nulla 
conquestio, nullus senatus, nulla contio.  
 
with all that multitude of Roman citizens and provincials, all those 
cities and communes, watching the nod of one man—no appeal, no 
protest, no Senate, no popular assembly?   
 
Thus, as Cicero points out, there is no viable check upon the power of the provincial governor. 
There is no way to appeal or protest or any institution (such as the senate or the popular assemblies) 
to check the whim of the governor. Everything rests upon the will of one individual. 
 
This is further effectively conveyed through contrasting such power with the various checks and 
balances that one finds in Rome under the Republican constitution (Cic. QFr. 1.1.22.):   
  
denique tot magistratus, tot auxilia, tanta vis <populi>, tanta 
senatus auctoritas, 
 
… where moreover there are so many magistrates, so many courts 
of appeal, where the people have so much power and the Senate so 
much authority,   
141 
Through such a contrast Cicero not only brings into focus the apparent power imbalance but also 
the danger that it would pose the provinces. 
Thus, without the checks and balances as seen in Rome, the power that the provincial governor 
enjoys is absolute and clearly resembles the power of a monarch. However, Cicero reminds his 
brother that the power of the provincial governor is fundamentally different from monarchical 
power (Cic. QFr. 1.1.22-23.): 
And if a monarch, who would never be in a private station, so 
practised these principles, how sedulously ought they to be observed 
by those to whom official power is granted only for a period, and 
granted by the laws to which they must eventually return! 
eaque si sic coluit ille qui privatus futurus numquam fuit, quonam 
modo retinenda sunt iis quibus imperium ita datum est ut redderent 
et ab iis legibus datum est ad quas revertendum est? 
Cicero reminds Quintus that the power of a provincial magistrate is an official power granted to 
him by the law for a limited period of time. Thereby, such a power should be exercised with a 
sense of responsibility and propriety.  
In view of such an absolute power, the moral compass of the governor becomes imperative. 





significant. Indeed, it is such virtues that would prevent a provincial governor from being a tyrant.137 
Thus, while advising his brother on the significance of lenitas Cicero reiterates the importance of  
the manner in which the provincial governor exercises his power; especially with regards to optics 
(Cic. QFr. 1.1.13.): 
maioraque praeferant fasces illi ac secures dignitatis insignia quam 
potestatis.   
 
let the rods and axes bear before you insignia of rank rather than 
power. 
 
Here, Cicero making a distinction between dignitatis and potestatis; between rank and power. 
Cicero is clearly indicating that potestas can easily be abused, particularly by a governor without 
a moral conscience. At the same time, the hegemonic undertone that the above musing carries 
should not be ignore, as Cicero advices his brother to carefully mask his power.   
 
It is indeed interesting to observe Cicero’s stance on the power invested on the provincial 
administrator, both in the capacity as a political theorist and an active statesman. Cicero clearly 
perceives that there are legal and constitutional limitations to the governor’s imperium. It is an 
official power entrusted to an individual by the senate and the people of Rome for a limited period 
of time. Such conditions certainly place some restraint on the power of imperium. Yet, far from 
the checks and balances that are ever-present in Rome, there is certainly no viable check upon the 
power of the provincial governor, thereby making him an absolute arbiter of the affairs in his 
 





province. The only possible limit on the governor’s imperium is his own sense of moral 
righteousness. Accordingly, such conclusion begs the question as to why Cicero, a firm believer 
of a mixed constitution with checks and balances, did not find it necessary to call for structural 
change to rectify this obvious power imbalance. Though Cicero clearly recognizes and frequently 
acknowledges the danger of such a power falling in the hands of a wrong person he does not seem 
to call for any measures to address this through systemic change. Instead what he proposes is to 





Thus, it is apparent that Roman provincial administration, particularly during the Late Republican 
era, involved numerous complexities. As discussed in the chapter, some of these intricacies are 
rooted within the very mechanism of provincial administration, while others resulted as the 
Romans practically implemented the system. In both instances, these issues do signify several 
socio-political facets related to Roman imperialism.  
 
It is indeed interesting to see Cicero, as an active statesman and a political theorist, overtly as well 
as inadvertently dwell on these intricacies. Oftentimes, the way Cicero addresses these problems 
betrays the conflict between pragmatism and idealism, between self-interest and moral conscience. 
At the same time, the complexities of provincial governance reflected in the works of Cicero also 
point out to far wider realities that are part of Roman imperialism. They demonstrate that a strong 





long as it is done for the benefit of Rome. They betray that the Romans did not hesitate to place 
their own interest prior to that of the provincials. Lastly, they also affirm the prevalence of 
xenophobia and racial bias among the Romans, and the fact that even an individual as Cicero, with 
a strong sense of moral righteousness, could be inclined to use such racial bias when the occasion 
arises. Finally, these complexities serve to confirm the obvious ‘othering’ of the provincials in the 
eyes of the Romans. Indeed, the very fact that Cicero did not express any urge for a systemic 
change in provincial administration, but was prepared to settle for lessening the evils of the existing 
system itself could arguably be interpreted as a testimony to the way the Romans perceived the 








As Rome expanded its frontiers beyond the boundaries of Italy and emerged as an imperial power, 
it united within its domains peoples of diverse racial and cultural backgrounds. The consolidation 
of its empire meant that Rome should exercise strict control over its subjects while gaining their 
loyalty and allegiance to the empire. Thus, Rome attempted to reinforce its power over its subjects 
in several ways: by constructing roads, planting colonies as well as using the force of its military.  
However, the actual system of provincial administration itself remains as the primary means by 
which Rome governed its provinces. Rome certainly did not have a ‘perfect’ method of governing 
the provinces at the beginning of its imperial career. Nor could it be concluded that the Romans 
ever ‘perfected’ the system of provincial management. Yet, it is apparent that, with time the 
mechanism of provincial administration evolved, through trial and error, to engage a vital place in 
the history of Rome. 
 
Considering the significant position provincial administration occupied in the different spheres of 
Roman political and cultural life, it is indeed natural that a number of classical writers would allude 
to provincial administration in their works. Among them Cicero’s writings appear to stand out. As 
one of the noteworthy personalities who shaped the Roman political landscape during the Late 
Republic, and being an active politician who served as a provincial governor himself, Cicero 
certainly had personal experience in the system of provincial administration, as well as close 
association with the exclusive elite circle who drove the system. Accordingly, Cicero’s works offer 





it is in such a context, that the present study ‘Ruling ‘others’: Cicero on Provincial Administration’ 
was undertaken.  
 
The current research, thereby, has sought to explore the various allusions to provincial 
administration appearing in Cicero’s works, with the intention of analysing his portrayal of the 
provincials. Through careful reading of the primary source material, the study has attempted to 
particularly consider manifestations of racism in Cicero’s works and Cicero’s use of racial 
prejudices in different contexts. While observing Cicero’s conception of how provincial governing 
ought to operate ideally, attention is also given to the way racism and racial prejudices connect 
with certain complexities pertaining to provincial administration. Such scrutiny, it was expected, 
would contribute to a better understanding of Roman administration, and by extension, Roman 
imperialism.   
 
Upon close examination, Cicero’s works clearly point towards an ‘ideal model’ of provincial 
governance; an ideal that is firmly based on a traditional moral code prescribed by the mos 
maiorum. Thus, Rome being the head of the empire is considered a ‘guardian’ or a ‘protector’ of 
the provinces rather than a ‘ruler.’ It was deemed that Rome’s moral obligations included 
managing the provinces based on the principles of benevolence, justice, and equality as well as 
providing the provincials protection. On the one hand, this means defending them against external 
enemies as suggested in Cicero’s Pro Lege Manilia. On the other hand, it also entails guarding the 
provincial against the corruptions of Rome’s own magistrates by upholding the extortion law; a 
theme recurrent in Cicero’s speeches against Verres. At the same time, Cicero alludes to the 





harmony. Accordingly, he argues that the pax the provinces enjoyed by virtue of being part of the 
Roman empire was essential for their material prosperity. Such portrayal of Rome’s role and 
obligations towards the provinces along with the material benefits Rome confers upon its subjects, 
is cleverly used by Cicero for the justification of Roman rule on the grounds of benevolence, and 
in turn betrays the hegemony that underlines Roman imperialism.  
 
Within Cicero’s ‘ideal model’ of provincial administration the provincial magistrate performs a 
central role. This becomes the key theme in Cicero’s first letter to Quintus, where he instructs his 
brother on provincial governance. Cicero acknowledges the immense degree of responsibility 
resting on the provincial governor, as well as the necessity of holding him responsible for his 
actions. Especially, as Rome’s representative and the link between Rome and its provinces, his 
conduct not only determines the relationship between Rome and the provinces, but also Rome’s 
standing among other nations. Cicero also portrays the provincial governor as the custodian 
(custos) of the province seeking the happiness and wellbeing of the people entrusted to his care, 
protecting them and establishing harmony between the various fractions in his province. Here, 
Cicero clearly gives the office a paternal perspective. The provincial magistrate is also expected 
to imbibe the traditional Roman virtues such as humanitas, continentia, and lenitas. His adherence 
to a strict ethical code in the conduct of his public and private life is necessary due to several 
reasons. With the absence of the normal checks and balances that are ever present in Rome, the only 
practical restraint upon the provincial governor is his moral compass. Accordingly, the virtuous 
conduct of the governor is necessary for the establishment of good governance in the provinces. 
At the same time, these moral principles constitute a fundamental component of Roman identity, 
which allow the Romans to draw a distinction between themselves and others - and thereby 
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demonstrate the moral superiority of the Romans. This becomes essential in the hegemony Rome 
sought to exercise over its provinces as well as in justifying Roman imperialism. 
The ideals pertaining to provincial administration reflected in Cicero’s works thus present an 
interesting dynamic to the way the Romans perceived provincial administration. Though its practical 
application is indeed questionable, the fact that Cicero presents examples of individuals who adhered 
to such standards (as Octavius) indicates his belief that the practical realisation of it is not entirely 
impossible. 
Though Cicero sets a lofty standard for the way Rome should manage its provinces, one cannot 
help observing that his works also divulge sentiments of racism and ethnic prejudices aimed at 
certain races such as Greeks, Gauls and Sardinians. Such thoughts expressed by Cicero in different 
contexts certainly betray the prevalence of racial bias in Roman society. 
The most prolific manifestation of Cicero’s racial prejudices and feelings of xenophobia can be 
found in his forensic speeches. Especially in his forensic speeches Pro Scauro, Pro Fonteio, and 
Pro Flacco where he defends certain provincial governors against accusations of extortion, Cicero 
does not hesitate to use prevalent racial bias to influence the jury for the advantage of his client. 
Accordingly, several tactics employed by Cicero can be observed. In certain instances, racial 
stereotypes such as ‘the deceitful Greeks,’ ‘the covetous Sardinians,’ and ‘the malicious Gauls’ 
are used effectively by Cicero to arouse feelings of distrust, hatred and fear in the all - Roman jury. 
In certain other instances, Cicero highlights the difference between the foreign witnesses or ‘them’ 





inferiority to the Romans. Such ‘national vices’ are juxtaposed against the traditional Roman 
virtues. This provides Cicero with a convenient basis to argue for the unreliability of the witnesses 
against his client as well as to appeal to the ‘Romanness’ of the jury. For a more effective rendering 
of their ‘otherness’ he showcases particular cultural practices as well as the dress of the witnesses 
in order to ‘other’ them in the eyes of the jury. Cicero’s use of such tactics is certainly 
understandable. He is after all an advocate, where he is expected to use his rhetorical skills for the 
advantage of his client. At the same time, it is extremely difficult to determine the extent to which 
the sentiments voiced by Cicero are his own, and how far they are merely used to manipulate the 
jury. However, what could be safely speculated is that Cicero’s belief that such racial stereotypes 
and racial prejudices could be used to influence the jury goes to show the prevalence of racial 
prejudice in his contemporary Roman society.  
 
Cicero’s works also give expression to several complexities in provincial administration. While 
some of these intricacies are structural and others practical, they constitute an indispensable part 
of provincial administration and its evolution.  
 
Provincial mismanagement occupies a central part in Cicero’s forensic speeches as well as his 
personal correspondence. The degree of corruption together with the extent to which it had 
pervaded the political structure of Rome had made it a key issue pertaining to provincial 
administration. Provincial mismanagement, while problematic in itself, also reflects other 
concerns, such as the merciless exploitation of the provinces by the Romans and their utter 
disregard for the rights of the provincials. The fact that the exploitation of the provinces for the 






At the same time, Cicero’s works question the integrity of the extortion courts, and its procedure. 
False allegations against the provincial governor appear to be a common occurrence, and as Cicero 
points out, could be a convenient way of destroying a person’s public career. Especially, during a 
time as the late Republic, this clearly questions whether the extortion courts served their purpose 
of protecting the provincials or provided yet another platform for personal vendetta.  
 
The publicani and taxation are another complexity that Cicero’s works dwell on. Here, the 
provincial governor faces a moral dilemma between his obligation to satisfy the publicani and his 
duty to protect his province from their exploitation. In navigating such practical complexity, the 
provincial magistrate is supposed to find a balance and maintain his independence. Yet, it is also 
questionable, in view of Cicero’s own experiences as expressed through his correspondence with 
Quintus and Atticus, if maintaining his independence is practically possible for a provincial 
magistrate.  
 
Cicero’s works also acknowledge the immense power resting on the provincial governor. Though 
there are various methods to curb the power of the provincial governor, their practical viability is 
questionable. The only viable restraint against the imperium of the governor is his own moral 
compass. This points towards an immense power imbalance in the structure. Cicero doesn’t appear 
to actually address this but is more focused on bestowing such immense power on someone who 






The complexities of provincial governance illustrated in Cicero’s works, thereby, not only betray 
the ‘othering’ of the provincials by the Romans, but also a number of socio-political issues of his 
contemporary times. The manner in which Cicero responds to them not only reaffirms the 
prevalence of racial bias in the Roman society, but also illustrates the fact that Rome’s interest 
always came first.  
 
Thus, Cicero’s works effectively capture the highly complex and nuanced nature of Roman 
provincial administration. As a philosopher, a successful advocate and an active politician, Cicero 
offers a perspective on provincial administration which, though essentially Roman, is still able to 
do justice to the intricacies the topic affords. In such context, his views shed fresh light not only 
on Roman provincial administration, but also on Roman imperialism. Accordingly, Cicero’s works 
indicate that Roman imperialism sought justification in benevolent governance along with the 
hegemonic view that being part of the Roman empire benefits its subjects. They illustrate the sense 
of ‘national superiority’ felt by the Romans as well as the existence of racial bias in the Roman 
society, and that even a morally conscious individual as Cicero, given the circumstances, could be 
susceptible to such sentiments. Finally, Cicero’s writings reiterate the difficulty of navigating 
through the practical complexities of provincial governance; that Roman provincial administration 
was indeed a balancing act, between idealism and pragmatism, inclusiveness and exclusiveness, 
nationalism and multiculturalism. Here, the ethnocentrism of Cicero’s views should not induce 
one to overlook his acceptance of Rome’s moral failings in certain instances. Such 
acknowledgement does not imply that Cicero was prepared to treat the Romans and ‘others’ as 
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